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BRIEFLY
Campus
Bursar on the move:

Effective 8 a.m. Monday,
April 29, the Bursar's Office
will be temporarily relocated at the north end of the
first floor of University
Hall. However, current
telephone numbers will remain the same throughout
the move.
Renovation is expected to
be complete by late summer, and then the Bursar
will be moved back to the
Administration Building.
Novak aiiumM command:

News editor James A.
Tinker announced Thursday
he is relinquishing his position to Fall and Summer
editor Jill Novak because of
what may be seen as an apparent conflict of interest
due to his bid for mayor.
Tinker informed Student
Publications Director
Robert Bortel of his decision, saying he will serve
only in an advisory capacity
for the remainder of the
semester.
Party moved:

The Campus Unity Party
will take place inside the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
instead of the Union Oval.
The time of the party will
still be 7 to 11 p.m.
On tho lookout:

Members of the Student
Legal Services Board and
select faculty will be passive observers this weekend
at the East Merry and
Frazee block parties.
They will be present to let
people and police know they
are watching.
Camp out for homeless:

Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity will be sponsoring a Camp Out for the
Homeless m the Union Oval
from noon on Monday, April
29 to noon on April 30.
The service project aims
to raise awareness for Wood
County homeless.
For more information
contact Michael Kister at
372-3295.
Ethnic music tribute:
The BGSU Gospel Choir
will present a tribute to
African-American literature and gospel music April
27 at 6 p.m. in the Lenhart
GrandBallroom.
Guest choirs include Akron University, Ohio University and University of
Toledo.
A $1.00 donation will be
asked at the door.

State
Newspaper lawsuit:

Municipal Judge Carl B.
Stokes has f iled a $33 million
lawsuit against The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, alleging
the newspaper erroneously
reported the details of
Stokes' legal troubles.

Weather
Partly sunny:

Today, partly sunny. High
in the lower 70s. Southeast
winds 10

and mild.
Low
around SO.
Saturday,
cloudy
with.
derstorms.Highinthe
lower 70s. Chance of rain*)
percent
compiled from local mod
wire reports
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Suggestions offered to
bolster Faculty Senate
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Faculty Senate has plenty of
problems, complaints and especially frustrations. But what
needs to change to improve conditions?
The finale of "Faculty Frustrations '' offers suggestions.
Throughout the past two weeks,
Faculty Senate members have
had plenty of space to air their
complaints.
They have complained of a lack
of respect from the University
administration, tangled debates,
the destructive "no confidence"
motion, and their relationship
with the Board of Trustees.
But Faculty Senate has great
potential. The following 10 suggestions are aimed at helping the
senate to realize that potential:
•First, the senate will never be
the University's decision-making

body because of the Ohio Revised
Code. But students have successfully lobbied to get two non-voting
seats on the Board of Trustees.
An Ad Hoc committee could accomplish the same thing for faculty, and effectively eliminate the
animosity between the two
groups. If this push should prove
unsuccessful, the committee
could attempt to get the governor
to appoint a former faculty member to the board, as Richard
Celeste did with Virginia Platt.
• Next, either the Senate Executive Committee should prepare
updates on adopted senate resolutions to track their progress, or
another committee should be established for this purpose. The
SEC or the new committee would
be responsible for corresponding
with administrators and trustees
to lobby for senate resolutions.
• Third, something needs to be
done about the lengthy debates —
if for no other reason than they

Recap:
Part I:

Part II:

make the senate appearineffective. Time limits are a
drastic measure, but perhaps a
necessary one. The debates nave
prevented the senate from hearing committee reports all year,
and issues and concerns have
beengiven only token time.
• The senate, as suggested by
senator Ronald Stoner, should
also meet more often — every two
weeks instead of its norm — once
per month. This would allow the
debate limit to be lengthened
somewhat, since presumably
fewer items would be on each
agenda.
• Fifth, senators must make
themselves familiar with proposed resolutions and the issues
surrounding those resolutions before they reach the senate floor. A
number of senators agree that
many senate members read the
S reposals for the first time during
le meetings.
□ See SENATE, page 5

Faculty Senate was formed following fhe
stormy resignation of President Ralph
McDonald.
The times have changed, but the senate has
kept the same basic structure and goals.

Part III:

Senate resolutions often never become
Univ^sity policy;; negating months even
years- of work

Part IV:

Many senators claim the "no confidence"
resolution introduced by senate officers 15
months ago devastated the senate.

Part V:

Lengthy debate sessions often delay action
ra thalsf oat?, 'but iaculty marabers say little
.jean? be *1OB® t© dealjwljth the problem.

Part VI:

Problems with the Faculty Senate and the
University's budget crunch could move the
faculty to unionization.

Part VII

Positive, effective leadership is a must to
improve the senate.

Part VIII:

Ten policy implementations could help the
Faculty Senate turn itself around.

Students to
alter plans
for parties
by Jacqueline Porter
slaff writer

Editor's note: The sources in
this article have been identified
by their first name only to protect
their rights.
Despite the law, a non-alcoholic
alternative and warnings from
city officials, many of the residents of East Merry and Frazee
avenue apartments are still planning to party this weekend.
But an informal survey of residents at both complexes suggests
the coming weekend may be remembered as the "Frazee"
weekend. Many East Merry residents said they are fearful of
tough police enforcement and
have changed their plans as a result.
"We're not going to have kegs
— I'm a triple-major senior and I
can't afford to get a criminal record," said Joe, an East Merry
resident.
Some East Merry tenants said
they would party, but keep it
small.
Amy said she is not buying kegs
but is "having a few people over
here to drink a few beers, that's
it."
"It's not worth it to have a
party and get busted for people
you don't know," said Craig, another East Merry resident.
But some East Merry residents
are ignoring the city's plans to
"enforce" rather than "contain"
the traditional party during the
next-to-last weekend of the semester, and are trying to live up
to the old Merry reputation.
Jeff, an East Merry resident
who said he likes to live on the
edge, is planning on an eight to
Q See COMMENTS, page 8.

tO N«wi/Todd Swanson

Times Are Tough
Twenty-eight-year-old Clarence Smith holds a sign reading "Will
Work For Food" while standing at the corner of Wooster Street and
Campbell Hill Road Thursday afternoon. Smith received handouts

of cash or food about every 10 minutes. Laldoft from restaurant
work In Kokamo. Ind., Smith said he does odd lobs, but not for leu
than S40.

Soviets may help in Victims need counseling
Arab negotiations With help, survivors work toward reporting rape
JERUSALEM (AP) — The Soviet Union agreed Thursday to
loin the United States in sponsoring peace talks between Israel
and (he Arabs.
But the outlook for such a conference remained uncertain.
After more than a week of shuttle
diplomacy, Secretary of State
James Baker HI has gained
agreement neither on the format
for negotiations nor on which
Palestinian Arabs would attend.
Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander Bessmertny kh, speaking at
a news conference in Kislovodsk
toe Soviet retreat where he and
Baker had been meeting, said:
"We intend to act as sponsors of
that conference, and the fact that
there are two major powers —
great powers — that help in getfine that process under way
would make It possible for that
to move at a faster
pace."
For his part. Baker said a Mid-

east peace conference would not
"be a successful undertaking —
in fact, it will not even take place
— unless the real parties to the
conflict have a true desire for
peace."
It was not immediately clear
whether the arrangement was
acceptable to Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir and Foreign
Minister David Levy.
Baker flew from Kislovodsk, in
the Central Caucasus, to Israel to
get an answer today from Shamir
and Levy on whether they would
also accept a role for the United
Nations and ease the restrictions
they want to place on who would
speak for the Palestinians.
"My honest feeling remains
that there is a genuine desire on
the part of the parties for peace,"
Baker said before leaving for Is-'
reel. "My honest feeling is that
there is a better chance now than
has been the case for oaste some
a See KAat. page 4.

by Amy Zltzelberger
science writer

A gynecologist confirmed Tara
Weber had been pregnant for two
and one-half months, which was
exactly the length of time since
the rape.
At 17, Tara had never had a
pelvic exam, but she said she was
still so numb that she hardly noticed. The doctor tested her for
sexually transmitted diseases.
All were negative.
Her mother told Tara she would
support her in any decision about
the pregnancy, including helping
her with a baby. Tara said she
knew all along she wanted an
abortion.
Tara's mom took her to a clinic
three days later. They arrived at
6:30 a.m., to be sure they were
there before the protesters.
"I remember lying on the table.
You don't have to be knocked out,
but my mom thought it would be

SPECIAL

REPORT
better that way. I was only under
[anesthetic] for five or six
minutes, but while I was under. I
had my only nightmare about the
Trsbesaid.
ra said after the abortion,
her emotions seemed to return to
normal. She returned to high
school, after more than two
months of absence. But, the calm
did not last long. Within three
months, she was spending school
days crying in her coach's office.

She started to see a counselor,
but the sessions were not helpful.
She quit going, and thought that
all counseling would be like that.
After stopping, she talked about
the rape almost exclusively when
she was drunk. Eventually, she
found a counselor who did a great
deal of good.
When she left her hometown to
come to the University, she said
she suppressed the feelings for
more than a year. Then, slowly
they crept back —the paranoia,
the fear of being alone, the mistrust of everyone. Tara said she
purposely over-ate because she
did not want to be attractive.
"I needed long term counseling, but I wanted someone who
would understand, someone who
had been raped," she said.
Tara met Sandee Standriff
from The Link, and the two started a support group for rape survivors, tara said although the
support group is exactly what she
. See COUNMUNe), page 8.
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Indians, Shale
face rough road
That's Washington, as in the Redskins.
Bowling Green senior punter Cris Shale had to
wait awhile — 270 selections and 10 rounds, in fact —
but he was grabbed by the Washington Redskins Tuesday in the last day of the National Football League
draft.
For Shale, the last year has been pretty incredible.
The Beavercreek, 0., native led the nation in punting, earned Ail-American honors and appeared on the
Bob Hope Special. Now, all he has to do is earn a spot
on Redskins — which won't be easy.
Not many players drafted in the 10th round stick, especially punters.
What makes the chances even tougher for Shale is
the fact he will be competing against veteran Steve
Cox. Cox is one of the best punters in the league and
with his experience, the only way Washington is going
to let him go is if Shale is outstanding.
And after less than spectacular tryouts, the road is
even rougher for Shale. He most likely will spend training camp warming up with Cox and playing catch with

the backup quarterbacks.
But don't count the rookie out. Anyone who watched
Shale play for the Falcons knows his potential. Let's
hope Washington sees it.
How long will baseball remain in Cleveland?
It won't be too much longer if the Gateway Stadium
project ends up like the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame.
Last year. Cleveland voters approved a tax which
would help fund a new baseball stadium in the downtown area. It's time for the politicians in Cuyahoga
County to return the favor.
Threatened with the embarrassment of losing a
major league baseball team, the citizens responded by
shrugging off a few extra cents on a 12-pack in return
for the right to see the Tribe on the lakefront.
For without a modem baseball park, American
League President Dr. Bobby Brown promised Indians
fans their summer nights with Chief Wahoo are numbered.
If there is a way for the powers-that-be to get a stadium off the ground, it's imperative they find it.
Cleveland residents have invested too much money
and emotion into keeping their team to be stood up
now. Keep rooting for the elusive Indian Summer.
Baseball: it's America's favorite pastime.
However, lately, along with the peanuts and Crackerjacks, there's been a little controversy about baseball card collecting.
Apparently, the cards are of extreme importance to

some individuals —enough to make them commit
crimes and fight in lawsuits. But, are the cards really
worth the hassle?
Two 12-year-olds are the alleged culprits in the theft
of baseball collector cards worth at least $9,000 last
week. The boys, who were pet-sitting, reportedly were
looking for a cat in the bedroom of the vacationing card
collector when they found a shoe box filled with baseball cards.
The boys said they took a 1969 Nolan Ryan and a 1966
Mickey Mantle card and sold them for $130 to two unsuspecting local dealers, one who happened to be an
off-duty state Highway Patrol trooper. Juvenile burglary charges are pending.
In another incident, a 12-year-old boy purchased a
collector baseball card for $12 from a local business,
thinking he was getting a good deal. A few days later,
the owner called him — demanding he return the card,
which should have been priced at $1,200.
The boy and his father are fighting the dealer, claiming a store owner cannot renegotiate on an item
already purchased. The owner is avidly protesting,
claiming an employee simply made a mistake and the
boy should have realized it. In the meantime, the boy is
learning how greed and money can control one's life,
and is also learning a great deal about the justice
system.
It's amazing that simple pieces of cardboard can
bring out suchbad qualities in people.

Party survival tactics offered to students
BE

Think clearly, expect the worst, stay out of the crowd, and stay safe
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From everything I have been
able to see, hear and read, many
of you are determined to exercise
your God-given right to party this
spring. (A right— if you stop to
think about it for a minute in a
small, quiet place — you don't actually have.)
And city officials — through the
eilice department — are dermined to teach you who is in
charge in this town.
You are going to teach them.
They are going to teach you. It's a
team teaching approach that has
the potential to end in disaster.
So, if you are planning on heading to Merry or Frazee or some
other street to show this city that
it cannot control your life, remember one thing: your mother
lied to you — policemen are not
your friends. At least not at your
age and not in this town.
That's because police in this
town — and in most college towns
— do not see you as an individual.
In their eyes, you are not a basically nice kid, who studies hard
and goes to church and calls
home once a week. Vou are, simply, one of "them."
And a police officer can do
things to them that he or she
wouldn't even think of doing to a
person. You need to prepare and
act accordingly.
In some ways, you can't blame
the police. They are called to a
erty, which to them appears to
a near riot. They are asked to
wade into a crowd of drunks and
control them. They don't have
time to say to themselves, "Well,
he's a nice guy. She's just watching. He just got here 10 minutes
ago." No, you're all "one of
them."
A case in point. Twenty-one
years ago this spring, I was a
freshman journalism student
covering my first "big story" — a
student demonstration at my

University in Kent.
Police had been called in from
the city and neighboring communities to remove student demonstrators from a city street.
As a student journalist, I was be-

Guest
Column
By
Gardner A.
McLean Jr.
hind police lines gathering information and quotes.
I was talking to an officer from
a small community south of Kent
when the order came for the officers to straighten their lines and
prepare to move into the crowd.
The policeman I was talking to
ordered me across the police line.
I told him that I planned to cover
the story from behind the line. He
again ordered me across and
when I protested, he hit me with
his baton and shoved me toward
the crowd. As I made my way
through the police line, I was
clubbed two more times and then,
along with the hundreds of demonstrators, promptly teargassed.
The following Fall, I tracked
down that officer. (I thought it
might make a good feature story;
I also wanted to know why he hit
me.) He didn't want to talk to me,
but after an exchange of speculations on the sexual preferences of
our respective mothers, he did
spit out that more of us "hippies"

Letters
Student addresses
racial controversy
Editor The News:
In response to Perrin Sah's
April 25, letter to the editor.
First of all, the Obsidian does
not "cater to African-American
Students." In reality, there is no
such thing as an AfricanAmerican. The Obsidian is a
voice and platform, not for minorities, but students of color.
This includes Blacks, Asians, Indians and Hispanics.
Secondly, the article you referred to was based on a theory
by a prominent Black psychologist/social scientist. No one is
chanting "black genetic superiority." However. Gregor Mendel
(a non-black scientist) did conduct tests which proved that the
Black gene is dominant, or
stronger and the white gene is
recessive or weaker. His words
were, "you can get the recessive
from the dominant, but not the
dominant from the recessive."
Charles Leakey (a non-black anthropologist), having found the
oldest human skeleton, proved
that the black men and women
are the progenitors of civilization
- does not mean we are betThis
ter than anyone else. It only
means that the truth is, the gene-

should have been shot by the
National Guard, that we got everything we deserved and that he
hoped we would continue to cause
trouble because he would like the
chance to get some more of us.

apartments? Are they setting it
on fire? If you think the actions of
the people around you are a little
weird, you can bet the police will.
Move toward your escape route.

•Look ahead. If you look up and
the crowd is all around you, you're in the wrong place. Move to
high ground or to the edge of the
crowd. If the police do arrive, you
want to be the first to know.
•Have an escape route. Ask
yourself, if the police show up
from this direction, where will I
If they show up from the
But that didn't register with the go?
officer. What did register was other direction, which way then?
that I was young and a student — As you move through the party,
so therefore, I was one of "them" update your escape routes.
•Act on your plans. If the police
— a damn hippie. He didn't want do show up, use your escape
me behind him. He didn't trust route. Don't wait around to watch
me and he did what he had to do what might happen. Your escape
to make himself feel safe.
route can disappear faster than
you can imagine. (You can alAm I suggesting that students ways hear about what happened
this spring could be shot, as they later from those who were not as
were at Kent? No, absolutely not. smart as you.)
I relate this story because the
night of the demonstration, my
hair was cut relatively short
(about an inch over the ears) and
while I was wearing blue jeans, I
also had on a button-down shirt
and a tie.

Am I suggesting that a police
officer in trying to control a situation while maintaining his own
sense of safety, may treat you unfairly and roughly and in a way
you would find unimaginable in
"normal" circumstances? Yes,
absolutely.
So prepare yourself. Here are a
few things I have learned during
four spring days a long time ago.
Being safe in an outdoor crowd
is a lot like being safe in a car —
drive (and party) defensively.
•Slow down. If you drink, don't
drink to get drunk this spring.
Keep a clear head.
•Watch your mirrors. What are
people doing around you? Are
they pulling furniture out of the

As for partying indoors — be
legal, especially this spring. If
you are in an apartment — where
you cannot see the police coming
and you have few escape routes
— and you are underage and
drinking, then you are probably
too stupid to be in college, anyway. There are times when you
have to just say, "No." This
spring at large, loud parties is
certainly one of those tunes.
Perhaps the best advice comes
from the fictional televison police
sergeant who every week on "Hill
Street Blues" told his fellow officers, "Let's be careful out
there."
It applies to you also. Please,
be careful out there.
Gardner A. McLean Jr. is a
1973 graduate of Kent State University.
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- An Independent Student Voice tic make-up of a black person is
scientifically and biologically
dominant to that of a non-black
person.
Lastly, I am highly insulted
that you, as an Asian woman,
would call other peoples of color,
racists. Though people of color
outnumber white people 11 to one
in the world, we do not have the
power to be racists. To be a racist, one has to be powerful
enough to set up institutions like
this one to foster one's wicked
ideas. But, if fighting against
other people of color is your goal,
I seriously question your level of
awareness. You need to check
yourself.
Steve Gray,
junior

Informed consent
law unnecessary
Editor The News:
The "informed consent" bill
under consideration by the Ohio
State Legislature is unnecessary
and dangerous. Sponsors of the
bill say women who have decided
to have an abortion must wait 24
hours and read literature on fetal
development and alternatives to
abortion before they can have an
abortion. The justification for this
according to the bill, is that life
begins at conception.
The bill Is unnecessary because

Ohio already requires informed
consent for any surgical or medical procedure — and state law
specifically includes abortion
among those procedures. Medical
ethics further require physicians
to explain all options to their
patients.
The bill is dangerous because it
puts legislatures between doctors
and patients, because it treats
women as not able to make up
their own minds about their
healthcare, and because it legislates religious beliefs about when
life begins.
Catherine Keske,
junior

Editorial Board

Correction
In Wednesday's paper,
the column, "SLS Lawyer
advises: 'Know your
rights'" was incorrectly attributed to Greg Bakies,
managing attorney of Student Legal Services Inc.
The column instead was
written by the students on
the Board of Directors of
Student Legal Services Inc.
The Newsregrets the error.
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Apartheid: the fight's not finished

Opinions
As a BGSU student,
how safe do you feel
from being sexually
assaulted?

Cara Rings is a junior early
childhood major from Columbus.
"I just don't feel safe and I
think that the University needs to
make more safety phones.
Whenever I go out, I have people
around with me."

Friday. April 26 1991

Jennifer Wheaton is a freshman psychology major from
Rosslord. 0.
"It all depends on whether it is
a weekend or a weekday. On the
weekends guys get drunk and get
horny, and they want to do something about [being horny]."

In a major parliamentary address in Feburary, South African
President F.W. de Klerk announced the repeal of the last
major elements ofapartheid.
Calling for the "elimination of
racial discrimination," and the
abolition of the Group Areas Act,
which limits where nonwhites are
permitted to live; the Land Acts
of 1913 and 1936, which allocated
87 percent of the nation's lands to
whites; and the Population Registration Act, which categorized
all people into strict racial groups
ana limited the rights and privileges of all nonwhites. The abolition of these repressive and antidemocratic provisons would establish the basis for constructing
a real democracy.
De Klerk was widely praised
for these hold pronouncements.
And in fact, the parliamentary
walkout staged by the rightwing
Conservative Party in protest to
de Klerk's speech only reinforced
the sharp break with legal racism
which the president's address
represented. This was the culmination of a series of governmental reforms over the past 12
months. In February, 1990, the
African National Congress was
legalized, and African leader
Nelson Mandela was freed from
prison. In May, 1990, hospitals
were technically opened to all
ethnic groups. Last October, the
Separate Amenities Act was
repealed, which ended the legal
basis for racial segregation in

many public places. In February,
1991, government officials annoucecT that parents would no
longer be required to state the
race of their newborn infants

Along the
Color Line
By
Dr. Manning Marable
when registering births.
The Bush administration was
quick to announce de Klerk's
speech as "dramatic and farreaching." Apartheid's old
friends inside the U.S. Congress
and corporate community called
for an end to sanctions against
the regime. U.S. businesses began to speak of reinvesting inside
South Africa, and annoucnce the
death of the "divestment"
movement.
Has the leopard really changed
its spots? What is actually occurring inside South Africa is a des-

perate attempt by the white establishment to consolidate its
power and privileges, while simultaneously transforming their
polictical system to permit nonwhite participation, and even the
probability of a black president.
Three years ago, then-president
P.W. Botha announced the start
of an official "privatization" program, which would sell of
government-owned monopolies to
white corporations. In October
1989, the regime sold its Iron and
Steel Corporation, called ISCOR,
to private interests for over $1.4
billion. To foster the development
of a petty capitalist class among
Africans, the government announced its intention to sell its
breweries for African-style sorghum beer to Blacks.
This rush toward privatization
represents a sharp repudiation of
past governmental policies by the
ruling whites. Despite procapitalist rhetoric, the apartheid
regime developed a series of
powerful state-owned monopolies, including railroads, airports, telecommuications, petroleum pipelines, televison and
radio stations, and harbors. Now
that the spectre of Black domination of the government exists,
whites want to push government
owned assests into private hands.

More ominously, South Africa
has not moved to reform the
system in all aspects. Many political prisoners still languish behind bars, more than one year
after Mandela's release. Two
weeks after de Klerk's address,
the South African police arrested
11,000 people in a two day period.
Although the massive arrests
were declard to focus on violent
crime, the African National Congress questioned the regime's
motives and called for a breakdown by race of all prisoners.
The struggle to abolish apartheid has two phases. The first
phase, which is the outlawing of
all discriminatory laws, is nearly
completed. The second stage, the
establishment of a political and
economic democracy, in which
all citizens have opportunties for
development, is just beginning.
The struggle to free South Africa
isn't finished, and we have a political and moral responsibility to
make sure that the Bush administration doesn't embrace the socalled "reforms" as the final
phase of democracy inside South
Africa.
Dr. Manning Marable is a political science professer at the University of Colorado and appears
in more than 170 newspapers internationally.

Respond

Mei Zhao Is a sociology graduate student from Beijing, China.
"I feel pretty safe, but I drive.
People that live far away from
campus need better services and
the university is good at providing these services, but the shuttle
hours should be extended until
morning to help protect them."
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Vanessa Carter, a sophomore
liberal arts major from Bainbridge.O.
"1 don't walk alone on campus,
and think that BG should have the
shuttle run around the clock."
Photos by/Keren Bender and Tim Norman

Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

BOOKS
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End-of-the Year f
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Please address all submissions to:

RECYCLE YOUR

Swimming(ify^
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The BG Mews editorial
page is your campus forum. Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.

'

at the Portage Quarry
Sat. April 27th, from 2;00pm
to 5;O0prn
Admission Is free to all
graduate students and their
families.
sponsored by G55
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E CARE ABOUT YOU AND THE ENVIRONMENT

GOOD REASONS TO SELL YOUR BOOKS ON CAMPUS
O

Two

Convenient Locations
• University Bookstore
• Union

O >t's Ecologically Sound
• Texts are recycled to other students
• Texts you no longer need can be donated to the
INTERNATIONAL BOOK BANK for use in other countries
0 Fair Prices - Fast Service
• There's plenty of "green" in the money you II get
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
April 29-May 10
M-TR 8-6
F
8-5
S
9-5

Printed on recycled paper

UNIVERSITY UNION
May 6- May 10
M-TR 9-5
F
9-3
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Students begin busy weekend Sears establishes
Freshmen prepare for what
could be last proficiency
by Brenda Borman
slaff writer

The Beta 500, parties galore,
and only one week left of school —
nothing could possibly put a
damper on all these pleasures ...
oh yeah, the English proficiency
exam.
The exam is here again. On
Saturday morning many University students will be filing into
classrooms all across campus,
attempting to prove to the English Department they are competent writers.
But, all of this soon may change
and the proficiency exam may
soon be a thing of the past, said
Donna Nelson, acting director of
the GSW program.
The English Department is
considering replacing the proficiency exam with a portfolio assessment procedure for students
In General Studies Writing
courses.
"We did a test pilot [of the portfolio assessment] last summer
through the summer GSW
courses and it went really well,"
she said.
In a letter being sent to instructors involved in the GSW program, Nelson states, "The portfolio assessment procedure included eligibility requirements,
an evaluation of each student's
work by the instructor, a selfevaluation by the student, an
overall assessment of the student's portfolio of essays by one
or more readers, and an official
grievance procedure.
Instructors assessed the portfolios of students other than their
own and portfolios which were evaluated as 'not passing' were
Siven a second reading by a GSW
ffice staff member."

Beta 500 rescheduled to
accomodate campus exam

Nelson said the main reason the
department is looking to replace
the proficiency is because it is so
time-consuming. The department
puts a lot of energy into organizing the units, training teachers,
and all of the paperwork involved, she said.
All GSW staff members involved with the pilot last summer
were in unanimous agreement
that the new procedure was preferable to the proficiency exam,
Nelson said.
They agreed it not only saved
timei but also allowed all of a student s writing to be examined instead of just one exam, she added.
The GSW staff also found students gave greater effort than
usual to the revision of each essay
throughout the term due to the
upcoming evaluation of their entire portfolio.
GSW will be using the pilot
again this summer and continue
to examine the procedure. Nelson
will not be director next year, so
it will be up to the new director to
decide when and if the portfolio
assessment will be used in the
classrooms.
Even though this year the proficiency is a realitv and again
corresponds with the Beta 500,
test-takers have a better chance
of attending since the time was
changed from 1 to 2 p.m. Saturday.
Peter Hutchinson, assistant
vice president for Student Affairs, said having both on the
same day creates some conflicts.

by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

The year's largest greek event
arrives Saturday when both
greek and non-greek members
gather in the Union Oval to watch
runners push their cart to victory
at Beta 500.
Sean Samuels, Beta 500 chairperson, said despite time changes
mandated by University officials,
the 28th annual Beta 500 will take
place at 2 p.m. unless it rains as it
did last year.
"The time change from noon to
1 p.m. and then to 2 p.m. was a
University decision and they
gave us no other alternative but
to change the time or Beta would
be cancelled," he said. "The
change was required due to a conflict with the English Department
Proficiency."
A change from last year's event
includes increased safety
measures, he said.
As a result of an accident last
year — in which a cart ran off the
track and collided with Delta
Zeta alumna Mary Beck — there
will be safety guidelines from the
Panhellenic and Interfratenity
councils and additional precautions are being taken.
"We are roping off the final
home stretch and the rope is set
about two feet back from the
track," he said. "This is an attempt to keep people back and the
roped off area serves as a buffer
area, which will provide a second
or two of reaction time if a car
would run off the track."
Sometimes the loud noise from
Also, the number of tires
the races in the Union Oval can around the comers have been indisturb students taking the test — creased to prevent any accidents
which is 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 and the cart inspection is being
p.m. Also, students don't want to enforced, Samuels said.
miss out on the event.
"We're being tough and the

carts that don't meet regulations
will not race," Samuels said. "We
can't afford to have happen what
did last year."
Some of the popularity of Beta
500 can be attributed to the fact
that the event is the last one of the
semester, warm weather and the
competitive nature of the event,
he said.
"People are competitive by
nature and Beta gives them the
opportunity for competition," he
said. "The event is not a race
against other teams, rather it is a
race against time."
This year 14 sororities and 17
fraternities are participating in
the event and the team members
have been practicing for weeks.
Eric Isherwood, Sigma Phi Epsilon Beta team captain, said his
team has won 21 of 27 races they
have participated in. The Sig Eps
started practicing three or four
times a week at 7 a.m. in the Student Recreation Center in February, he said.
"Beta 500 epitomizes what our
house stands for — the guiding
principles, which include virtue,
diligence and brotherly love," he
said. "Beta is just a cart race for
us. too, but we expand all of this
effort and energy and we come
out winners."
Samuels said Beta now is the
largest philanthropy on campus
ana a goal for the chapter is to
have Beta grow to be the largest
event on campus.
"We have expectations for the
best Beta ever and we have
already started formulating
plans for next year," he said.
All proceeds raised are donated
to the Ronald McDonald House in
Northwest Ohio and next year
McDonald's is sponsoring Beta
500, he said.

PLAN
D Continued from page 1.
time in the past."
"Whoever expected some dra- and several flights from one capiin Jerusalem, Yossi Ben- matic breakthrough will be dis- tal to another cannot resolve the
Aharon, a top aide to Shamir, appointed. We all know it's a problem."
Earlier this week. Baker excautioned:
complex, deeply rooted conflict,
Siressed open irritation at Israel
or continuing to allow new
settlements in its occupied territories.
"We were very disappointed"
at news of the newest settlement,
he commented then, adding, "It
is easier to obstruct peace than to
promote peace."
Before his discussions with
Bessmertnykh, Baker met with
Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk
Sharaa, who said he was "not opLoretta Dichiro
President
timistic at all" about the chances
for a peace conference.
Russel Keefe
Vice President

Financial Management
Association
Congratulations to

Treasurer
Secretary
Public Relations
Promotions
Membership

Todd Panel la
Kimberly Maas
Victoria Dichiro
Rebecca Popp and
Stacy Sim men
Sharon Pasek

During Baker's meeting with
Bessmertnykh, the Soviet news
agency Tass announced the foreign minister would go to Israel
in May in what would De the highest-level visit by a Soviet official
since Israel achieved statehood in
1948.
Asked about the report, Bessmertnykh said, "I am planning to
So to the Middle East area, allough I am not finally decided on
the itinerary of that trip."
The Soviets have established a
consulate in Israel but not
restored full diplomatic relations,
which Moscow severed after Israel defeated Egypt and Syria in
the 1967 SU-Day War.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, April 28 thru Thursday, May 2
Sunday, May 5 thru Thursday, May 9
Study and Rela* in the privacy ofyo.--- oyn room at

BEST WESTERN

Falcon Pla
flocoffd (KrcSS *rom Harsnmon

DOTTI)

$24.95

per mqht to* a single or double room

Includes

^i

1 n

r

• Early check-in and late check-out times
• Continental Breakfast
• Coffee available 24 Hours

Limtltd number of room* m*alltbtt ■( (AM rmlr
Advance rtKfvaiiom required, prewni wild BCSU ID «t
check-in Not vtlid (or family, friends and other non-itudenn

3524671

College Democrats
in USG assembly
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Undergraduate Student Government President Mike Sears announced six organizations have
renewed their seats for the Fall
General Assembly and will be
joined by first-time member the
College Democrats.
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
was denied a bid in favor of the
much larger American Marketin ^Association.
The groups selected were chosen from a group of 12 applicants
by president-elect Mike Sears
and a five-member committee
Tuesday night and will join five
other organizations in the assembly whose terms did not expire
this year.
Organizations appointed are
the American Marketing Association, Black Student Union, the
College Democrats, the College
Republicans, Honor Student Association, Panhellenic Council
and World Student Association.
The College Democrats are the
only group appointed for the first
time —the others are renewing
positions they currently hold.
Sears said the University Activities Organization did not apply to
renew its seat, paving the way for
the College Democrats to move
in.
"It's difficult for a new group to
get on [USG] — especially if another organization has been on
for two years and done a good job.
It's tough to replace them, he
said.
Sears said he is happy both the

College Democrats and College
Republicans now both have seats
in the assembly.
"We agreed [before appointing
seats] that both the Democrats
and the Republicans should be on
— or neither," he said.
College Democrats President
Christopher Redfern agreed with
Sears, saying he believes having
both groups in USG is the only
fair solution.
"We felt our not being on USG
was unfair and members of the
College Republicans felt it was
unfair as well," he said. "I think
in the past the appointment of the
Republicans to USG was often a
partisan decision."
Sears lamented the fact LAGA
did not get a seat and said the
committee had to make a tough
decision between LAGA and the
AMA.
"If we could have given an
eighth seat, it would have gone to
LAGA," he said.
According to Sears, AMA's past
activism helped them gain the
seat, and the committee believed
that as representatives of the College of Business AMA speaks for
more students than LAGA.
Sears said he will ask Panhellenic Council to accept only a oneyear position on senate to rectify
an error made several years ago
that set up a sequence of five
groups being selected one year
and seven the next.
The correction will balance the
appointment of organizational
seats at six a year.

BG ASK U
How do I remove my articu"I grow old ever learning many
lation deficiency?
things."-Solon
Dear Don't Call a Speech TherI received a letter informing apist,
me about an articulation deficiency. What is an articulation
You must take University
deficiency?
courses in the areas of your deficiencies. Requirements vary according to the number and type of
Dear High School Delinquent,
deficiencies. Therefore, it is exAn articulation deficiency tremely important to contact
exists if you did not complete the your adviser for a list of approved
following in high school:
courses.
1. four years of English
I'm taking Geology 101. My ad2. three years of math (includ- viser told me that this is not coning algebra I and II and geome- sidered a University core course.
try)
What is a University core course?
3. three years of science (including two lab sciences)
Dear Taking a Journey to the
Center of the University,
4. three years of social studies
The University requires all
5. two years of the same foreign students to take eight core
language.
courses. (Students with deficien6. one year of visual or per- cies from high school may need to
forming arts
take more than eight core
courses.) Only the courses that
are listed on p. 10 of the undergraduate catalog are considered
core courses.
Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
Can I have a major in the Col352-9638
lege of Arts and Sciences and a
minor in the College of Education
Pagliais
and Allied Professions?
945 S. Main
Dear Major Dude,
352-7571
No. You may not have a major
in one college and a minor in anWed. Spaghetti $2.00
other. You may, however, have a
Thur. Lasagna $2.50
major in each of two different colleges.
Medium 12"
pizza with one item and a
Qt. of Soda
(specify thin or pan)
Only$6.00
Expires 4/30/91

See the future.
Use a condom.

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.

There are onl) a few clays lel'l (o
sign your Summer or Fall lease...

WJNTHROP TKRRACK APTS

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St.. Apt. 4. B.O.
352-4380
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Disputes among tenants, cleanup 'Alum of the Year'
facts for awarded to Wolfe
landlords on downswing renters on
"I believe students are being more
conscientious and landlords are being
more careful in checking students in and
out."

by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

The number of disputes involving landlords and tenants concerning rental deposits is down
"drastically" from previous
years, according to Greg Bakies,
director of Student Legal Ser- -Greg Bakies, Student Legal Services
vices.
managing attorney
But he also said conflicts still
occur.
Bakies said last year Student
i
Chlebek said after classes end- it," he said.
Legal Services handled about 40
Maurer said incidents like that
deposit cases in which tenants ed he and his other roommates
were unsatisfied with their land- checked out, following the normal do happen but are fairly rare —
lord. There was no information procedures, and did not expect usually with about 5 percent of
Greenbriar's rentals.
indicating the actual number of any problems.
"Going to court is a last reHowever, after 20 days the
cases filed this year, but Bakies
rental deposit was not returned, sort," Maurer said.
said it was clearly less.
Landlords must refund a tenA spokesperson in the city's de- so Chlebek decided to find out
ant's deposit within 30 days after
6uty clerk's office agreed, saying what happened.
"I found out that our deposit the renter completes three steps:
le Municipal Court has handled
• terminates the lease;
relatively few landlord/tenant was held because our door was
• returns all landlord possessupposedly damaged," he said.
disputes during the past year.
In addition to the door, Curtis sions (including the keys);
Bakies attributes the fewer
•delivers a forwarding address
rental deposit disputes to both said they also were charged for
damaged light shades and a to the tenant.
sides being more responsible.
If students follow this proce"I believe students are being damaged oven.
Curtis said he and his room- dure and if nothing is damaged
more conscientious and landlords
are being more careful in check- mates were not responsible for they should receive their full dethe door because when thev first posit within 30 days, Bakies said.
ing students in and out," he said.
Mary Newlove Noll, owner of
Robert Maurer, owner of moved in, the frame was already
Greenbriar Inc., 224 E. Wooster cracked, and they reported it on Newlove Rental, 328 S. Main St.,
said last May was the easiest
St., said "all in all I think stu- their check-in sheet.
When their deposit was not re- checkout she has ever seen.
dents are good renters."
"I don't even think we had one
Maurer said one of the few turned thev decided to get estiproblems he has seen is with stu- mates on the door's value and go apartment that was in real bad
shape,"
she said.
to court. "The whole court procedents who have dogs or cats.
"The pets go to the bathroom dure was a pain in the ass,"
Newlove Rental gives their
and it can get under the carpeting Chlebek added!
The case never ended up in tenants a four-page booklet which
onto the pad underneath," he
said. "This can be very expensive court because they settled with provides tips on now to get their
full deposit and get it quickly,
Greenbriar before the hearing.
to clean."
Curtis said Greenbriar agreed Noll said. The book serves as a
There are instances, however,
in which students believe they to give them half the deposit checklist of what to clean and
have been wrongly treated by ($135) in order to avoid the court- recommends what cleaning
their landlord and the case ends room where they said anything agents to use, she added.
could happen.
up in court.
"We only charge students if
"We didn't think we had a good
Seniors David Chlebek, sport
management major, and Chuck chance against a big landlord," they leave the apartment a comCurtis, marketing major, decided Curtis said, "but we tried it any- plete pig sty or if something
major is damaged." she said.
to take Greenbriar to court after way.
'rWe figured it was a no-win sit- "We don't charge tor everyday
their $250 deposit was withheld
uation — what the hell, let's try wear and tear.
last spring.

SENATE
a Continued from page 1.
the decision-making body of the Senate. Indeed, the senate is a
University. It probably will never much more effective system than
get the trustees to vote on every the Faculty Council it replaced.
senate resolution. But the senate
But recently, Faculty Senate
must not let this reality turn the has suffered, and it will take
senate into a "whining, crying some effort to pull it up.
and bitching" organization, as
senator Elliot Blinn called it.
"Faculty Senate has a duty to
build an atmosphere of trust and
Senator Ralph Wolfe has long collegiality," Lunde said. "To do
• However, the highly critical said, "The University is a far, far any less would be damaging to
presidential evaluation should be better place" because of Faculty the University."
continued — as is planned. The evaluation is an attempt at an objective review of Olscamp, something not achieved through the
trustees' evaluation. And the
trustees are aware of the results
of the evaluation.

•Senate leadership must continue the attempts at positive relations chairperson Harold Lunde
has made. University President
Paul Olscamp is widely recognized as highly defensive, and
destructive action such as the noconfidence motion only worsened
the senate's position with the
University's power players.

the move
by Aaon Dorksen
staff uiter

Hee is a checklist students can
use t make sure they receive
theirull rent deposit, courtesy of
Newlve Rentals.
1.) Leave a self-addressed,
stam|ed envelope, one for each
Krso in the room. If your land•d oes not receive an envelope
you 411 not get your deposit because they will not have an addresso send it to you.
2.)Dn the day you move out
bringyour apartment keys and
mailbx keys to the landlord's office.
3.) Hake sure to properly clean
the f dowing items:
Ova: This is expected to be as
clean as when you moved into
your louse or apartment. After
cleamg the inside, clean the exteriorwith window cleaner and a
papeitowel, rinse and dry to remove all water spots. The apEroxinate cleaning time should
e for to six hours.
Si* and counter: These should
be tjoroughly scoured and rinsed.
Kcrigerator: Place the dial on
yourretrigerator on defrost one
day tefore you clean it. Do not
unplg it. Do not use an icepick or
othel sharp instrument as this
can if ten cause damage. After
defrating, clean with a dry cloth
and lave the door open.
Wals: Wash completely, especiallj above sink and where your
garbige can was.
Calinets and drawers: Remove
all fad crumbs or other garbage.
Waslwith a liquid detergent and
dry rtth a clean cloth.
Flor: Scrub and clean floor.
Do n< leave floor sticky.
Tales: Scrub table tops and
dry «th a clean cloth.
List fixtures: Replace burned
out bibs.
Palo, porch or balcony: Sweep
and cean off all debris.
Beroom: Clean closets. Removfflll hangers. Wash windows
and rirrors.
Bat room: Wash the tub and
tile wth cleaner. If you have not
been egularly cleaning the tub it
may Ike an hour or more. If mildew fas formed you will need a
stronpr cleaner. Clean the toilet
bowl fld sink.
CaOet: After all other cleaning
is finshed completely vacuum
yourpartment.

• Ninth, to make the senate a
purely faculty constituent, the
student and administrators on the
senate should be non-voting.
Having representatives from
both groups present helps the
senate get a sense of the support
or lack of support a resolution
has, but having them vote dilutes
the process.
• Finally, the senate has to accept what it cannot do, and move
forward. It cannot, as stated, be

Bryan Bacik
Cindy Carp
Gwen Enold
Metlissa Circle
Kimberly Kinkley Lisa Mntzner
David Ross
Michele Shuler
Robert Vollan

Delta Sigma Pi

Wolfe received his doctorate
from Indiana University and
taught at Indiana State University before coming to the University as a faculty member in 1967.
He served 11 years as vice chairperson of the English Department.

English Professor Ralph Wolfe
recently was named "Alum of the
Year" by the College of Education and Allied Professions for his
teaching and
contributions to
the Gish Film
Theater and the
film studies
program.
"I was certainly honored
and gratified in
the recognition
that the award
suggests,''
Wolfe
Wolfe said.
Wolfe graduated from the University in 1951 with a degree in
English education. He also
earned a master's degree from
the University.
"I got a very good education,"
he said.

Wolfe was instrumental in dedicating the theater — located in
Hanna Hall —to Lillian and Dorothy Gish. He has served as its
curator since 1964.
He was awarded the Excellence in Teaching Award from
the College of Arts and Sciences
in 1968 and the University's Distinguished Faculty Service Award in 1969.
"It's a great personal pleasure
to be recognized for my teaching," Wolfe said. "I enjoy doing
most of what I do. I like working
for the University."

Volunteers Wanted

The Link Crisis Center Needs You!!!
Caring people are needed to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis
Make a Difference
Call today: 352-5387
or come to the Link
315 Thurstin Street
No prior experience necessary-training is provided.
Deadline for Summer applications: May 22, 1991

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WOOD COUNTY

Subs
the word.
Choice of:

•
•
•
•
•

Italian Sub
Reg. Ham or
Roast Beef Sub
Pizza or Veg. Sub
We've Added:
TURKEYI

Large
for

!50

Our Specialty Subs:

STEAK SUB:

Congratulations

• Eighth, written votes should
be conducted on all resolutions to
hold senators accountable for
their votes. The information
could be provided to faculty
members when senators face reelection time.

by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

CENTERFORCHCMCI

or

A laroe seasoned chopped
steak with mushroom,
pizza sauce, mozzarella
cheese, pepper rings and

H

00

Free
Delivery

rtWONllIt tCMTH GOT tO'H .»*■»

Abortion through
17 weeks
Morning after
treatment
PROUD TO
Dl PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419)255-7769

CLUB SUB
Ham. Turkey, Roast Beef.
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomatoe.
and Mayonnaise

opdlo's

352-5166
203 North Main

Open 4 pm

So* & Sun ot Noon

• Ask tor 50' Off any of the above subs until the end
of the semester. •
ENJOYII The— thing* are great 11

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
DIP
2 BDRMS, 2 BATHS, WALK-IN CLOSET,
DISHWASHER, STORAGE AREAS
mo

Starting At $420

'

MANVILLE
733. 733. 777
2 BDRMS, Furnished

1 '/. Baths
$450 per month. 9 mo. lease
$384 per month. 12 mo. lease

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS

Nearly 500 UflltS with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
Bring in this ad lor

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

$100 OFF
First months rent when signing a
fall lease, one discount per lease
offer good thru April 30
•lllllll

RE MANAGEMENT
^

113 Railroad St.
352-9302

L

mill in ■ ■■■'
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Entertainment
**

City party predictions
reflect mixed opinions
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Put Your Feet Up And Relax!
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As the end of the year approaches, studying becomes a common part of everyday Hie. FreshmarKeMy Voet combines studying and enjoying the weather by relaxing on a bench In front of Prout all
Thursday afternoon.

Various members of the community have predicted the success or failure of tonight's city-sponsored party.
Organizers of the event say the party will be a
success because of the variety of music, which will
allow everyone to enjoy the entertainment, Mike
Sears, an organizer of the party said.
The party will begin be in Lenhart GrandBallroom with Tom Gorman playing soft-rock music at
7 p.m.
The classic rock band Kid Falacy and Steel-NBread, a reggae band from Cleveland, will be the
other two bands to play, Sears said.
Free soda and pizza also will be available courtesy of the University Union and Domino's Pizza.
Mayor Edwin Miller began suggesting alternatives to block parties after confrontations between
students and police began erupting at previous
parties.
"We are not trying to interfere with the other
parties," Miller said. "I just want things handled
in a proper manner.
"The laws are not necessarily in agreement with
what the students want or what I want," but
everyone has to follow them, he said.
Sears and Miller are both optimistic about the
event.
Miller said he has had a lot of positive feedback
from students concerning the alternative party.
The presence of the East Merry party will be
difficult, but the party is not intended as competition, Sears said.
"If people stop by just for a while [ it will help],"
he said.
Students can get some free food in their system

before they go to the Digger parties, he said.
Previously, Sears and other students suggested
closing Main Street and having the party in the
downtown area.
However, the possibility of high occurrences of
vandalism forced city administrators to turn down
the idea. Sears said.
Many residents of East Merry and Frazee avenues do not believe the party will be a success.
"This party is just another example of the city
ele being out of touch with the students," said
, an East Merry resident. "Everybody knows
he's doing it just so ne can say he did something for
an alternative party."
Tom's neighbor Jeff agreed, saying the event is
a futile attempt to reach the students.
"Nice try, Ed," he said.
"Mayor Ed Miller offered a sacrificial lamb —
what he's doing is nothing but a [public relations)
move," said Joe an East Merry resident.
"He knows no one will come," he said. "An inside party in the spring without alcohol will not
work."
East Merry resident Emily agreed with Joe saying, "People wouldn't come even if it wasn't East
Merry weekend."
Dave, an East Merry resident said the next
committee to plan a party should look at other colleges for examples of block parties.
"Someone should check in to how [Ohio University] handled things," he said. "They did very well
with Halloween this year."
The party is being sponsored by the Wood
County Apartment's Association, Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate Student Government
and the city.
The rain site for the on-campus party is the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

BGSU Gospel Choir tc perform

choirs which also will include
gospel choirs from the University
of Toledo, Ohio University and
Akron University, president
A different kind of University Trina Hardimon said.
"We hope to see a lot of supmusical organization has entered
its 21st year on campus and will port," freshman Stacey Jones
be performing in the Lenhart said.
Grand Ballroom on April 27.
The non-denominational choir
The BGSU Gospel Choir will be has about 50 members and perperforming in the ballroom at a forms at other universities as
''A Tribute to African American well as on campus, former presiLiterature and Gospel Music." dent David Hill said.
"There are a lot of talented
The program is a festival of
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

people in the choir," Hardhon, a
junior business education najor,
said.
The group's purpose is to
"promote the spirit, socia intellectual, and moral welfar of its
members and the commnity,"
Hardimon said.
The choir generally peforms
uplifting songs such as " Need
Your Spirit" and "Thank \>u."
"It's a happy, inspiration! outlet from my studies," Hadimon
said.

"You can feel good about yourself when you're singing for the
Lord," freshman education
major Janell Anderson said.
Two musicians from Toledo
will accompany the choir on
piano and drums in the performance, Jones said.

"We welcome anyone to come
even if [ they ] just want to sit and
listen," Hill said.
Saturday's program begins at 6
p.m. and the cost is (1 at the door.
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Becker & Terri
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Scott 6k Kim

Buster & Marie
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John & Damn
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Ryan 6k Marcy
Chris & Stephanie
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Tim & Kerry
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Ringo & Mindy
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Mont 6t Nicole
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Steve Si Lori
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Prom for elderly World mortality
rekindles spirits findings released
Mary Lou Herzig, the home's
director of resident services, was
very appreciative of the staff and
students.
"We couldn't have done this
without the University and the
community's support, she said.
The staff pressed dresses,
helped people get ready, and
made sure things went smoothly
at the dance. Since the women
outnumbered the men, male volunteers danced with many of the
women. Students helped apply
makeup to the women and passed
out refreshments.

by Nicole Nuhn
contributing writer

Anyone who thinks the elderly
have no fun has not been to the
Wood County Nursing Home's
"Stardust Senior Prom?'
Residents of the home wore
fancy dresses, suits and ties, and
formal gowns to the dinner dance
on Wednesday night. The home
provided corsages, sparkling
graperJuice or champagne, and
refreshments for the excited but
nervous residents.
David Rogers, associate
professor of music at the University, set the mood by playing
romantic music on the piano.
Elaine Molnar, the home's activities director, said this was the
first Senior Prom the home has
had, but not the first dinner
dance. She said the home hopes to
have a prom every spring. University sororities helped decorate
the tables and dining room with
silver stars and crescent moons.
Residents walked through a
wooden archway decorated with
artificial flowers to reach the dining area/dance floor.

Jim and Pat Bodie, two residents who attended the dance
together, enjoyed their second
prom.
"Everyone looks so pretty in
their forma Is and suits ... you can
see everyone feels good about
themselves," Pat said.
She said this prom is a little
different than her high school
prom.
"Our endurance is different,"
she said. "You pace yourself
slower on the dance floor, and
give yourself more time in between."

GENEVA (AP)— Japan's
women live longest, Hungary has
the highest suicide rate and
Venezuela the highest traffic
death rate, according to a new
survey by the World Health Organization on mortality rates.
Deaths linked to smoking total
1.8 million each year in the industrialized countries alone, the
U.N. agency estimates.
The 800,000 smoking-related
deaths among people ages 15-64
included in that figure exceeds
"the combined total of all deaths
due to any form of violence, be it
accident, homicide or suicide."
The figures are among
thousands packed into WHO'S
423-page statistical yearbook,
which includes a comprehensive
mortality survey based on reports from 55 countries, mostly in
the Americas and Europe.
The new edition, released this
month, covers data through 1989.

After t brisk m«mj j*g,
enjoy 1 MM tf

Downtown B.G.
SELECTEO MISSES
PETITES and WOMEN S
CURRENTLY REDUCED

SPORSTWEAR

i© Newl/TIm Norman
Vero Stickle and junior David Norris, an elementary education
malor. dance at the Senior Citizen Prom at the Wood County
Senior Citizens Center on Wednesday night. The prom was
scheduled speclllcally at this time ol year to help celebrate the
20th anniversary ot the center.
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25% OFF
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Congratulations to the
1991-92 Executive Council
President
Vice-President
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
*-Qf£«r
SergXmi-At-fljms
Mes««nger
~s
ChqfcJfiS?':; :.:::::'

TAKI AN ADDITIONAL

$ 11.99

Sobering Fun & Dancing
i

SELECTED REGULAR PRICE
MISSES WOMEN S
PETITES ana JUNIORS

TAKI AH ADDITIONAL

Regular lf<9y

PLAY IT\^
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In Japan, women's life expectancy at birth is 82.5 years — six
years more than for men. That
compares with 78.6 years for
women and 71.6 years tor men in
the United States.
The U.S. death rate from cancer was 194.9 per 100,000 people,
compared with 245.3 in Czechoslovakia, and a mere 107.8 in Israel.
Cirrhosis and other liver
diseases, often attributed to regular high alcohol consumption,
were listed as causing 50.4 deaths
per 100,000 people in Hungary,
32.6 in Chile and 26.2 in Austria.
Among other winegrowing countries, the rates were 24.9 for Italy,
21.4 for Spain and 19.6 for France.
The rate was 11.7 in the United
States and a mere 3.6 in Ireland.
It was a low 1.1 in Iceland in 1989,
the year Parliament voted to lift
a 74-year-old ban on selling beer
with an alcohol content above 2.25
percent.
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CURRENTLY REDUCED
ENTIRE COLLECTION
OF LADIES

ALL REGULAR PRICE

LADIES'
SLEEPWEAR

LADIES' KEDS
SHOES

BELTS & SCARVES

BRAS &
FOUNDATIONS

19.99

30% OFF

25% OFF

25% OFF

GRAND SLAM COLLECTION
FROM MUNSINGWEAR

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF
YOUNG MEN'S

Regular 26 00

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF

Congratulations to the
Spring 91 Big Brothers/
Little Brothers

SIILL IN PROGRESS*

BED & BATH

NEWPORT BLUE
COTTON CANVAS

TAKI AH ADDITIONAL

LONDON FOG
MEN'S JACKETS

MEN'S SHORTS

GOLF SHIRTS.
PANTS & SHORTS

BUGLE BOY JEANS,
PANTS & SHORTS

30% OFF
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25% OFF

30% OFF
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GIRLS' DRESSES

25% OFF

CHILDREN'S
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20% OFF
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ALL REGULAR PRICE
INFANT & TODDLER

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF

SUMMER
PLAYWEAR

CHILDREN'S
SLEEPWEAR

25% OFF

25% OFF
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Save On Regular & Reduced Prices

DENIM JEANS
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ALL BOYS SIZES 8 20

BOYS SIZES 8 20

SWIMWEAR

BUGLE BOY
JEANS & SLACKS

SATURDAYS
SHORTS & TOPS

25% OFF

25% OFF

25% OFF
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GOtCha

•• M«¥«/Tlm Mormon

Scott Dangertield (left), a senior Mm major, and Ted Scrlbner (right), a Junior environmental science
major, tence In Eppler Center on Wednesday afternoon.

D Continued from page 1.
needs now, many women aren't
ready for the group.
She said, "A woman who was
raped three weeks ago looks at
women in the group who were
raped three years ago and says,
Look at this ladder I have to
climb. Forget it.'"
In addition to dealing with the
long term emotions associated
with rape, the survivors work
toward reporting the crimes that
have changed their lives. Only
about 40 percent of the victims
who seek nelp at The Link have
reported the rapes.
Barb Waddefl, public information officer for public safety, said
she understands women have
difficulty reporting rape.
"In one case, [a woman] was
raped in October of '90, and she
recently reported it. That's OK.
We want to know as soon as possible, but we'll take it whenever
she's ready," she said.
Det. Sgt. Lynn McCool of the
city police said, "We'll get maybe
IS reports this year, and you talk
to The Link and they've had 10
times that many cases. It's frustrating. We know people aren't
reporting.
"In date rape cases, the victim

feels responsible. So, she doesn't
report it. She should remember
that she is the victim," McCool
said.

ual assaults. It's really a cop out,
but we're only a phone call away
from The Link, and they have always been a real savior."

Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash added, "By not doing
anything, a woman contributes to
the next rape. When she lets him
get away with it she is partially at
Fault when he does it again."

The Link support groups are
confidential, and Stan drift said
victims can come just to listen.
During the first six weeks, The
Link concentrates on teaching the
clients about rape.

"Just because you've had a
Both the city and campus police
said they will do whatever a crash course doesn't mean you
woman is most comfortable with know about it," she said.
when she is reporting rape.
The second six weeks are spent
"She can have a victim advo- rebuilding self-esteem, trust, ascate with her. We'll have a wom- sertiveness, and coping with rean take the report. We'll go to her lationships, Tara said.
When asked why she wanted
home, she can come here, or we
can meet at The Link. We just her full name used in this article,
want the report," said Det. AI Al- Tara said, "I run a group for survivors. In helping others, I've
vord.
seen how far I've come. I'm
McCool added, "She is not the proud of where I am."
Tara decided to become a socione on trial, even though at times
it feels that way. There are ques- ology major because it will best
tions that are blunt and seem per- prepare her for a career around
sonal, but we need to have a com- helping rape survivors.
"I realize how long a process it
plete picture."
Ash said, "All officers have had is to heal and cope, she said. "I
rape training, but we don't have don't cry all the time anymore.
much additional training on sex- The pain does subside."

BLOTTER-

COMMENTS
i Continued from page 1.
10-keg party at his apartment this
weekend.
"I'm planning on partying it
up," Jeff said. ''It's time to get
wild and crazy.
"We're losing our reputation as
a party school," Jeff's friend
Matt added. "We're the people
who helped establish this tradition and we're doing our
damnedest to keep it."
Many Frazee residents seemed
less concerned about citations
from the city police than their
East Merry counterparts.
"We should be all right," said
Troy, a Frazee resident. "I know
everyone's going to get kegs and
stuff aroundhere."
"I'll partake in my partying responsibilty and contribute my one
keg," Troy's roommate Tony
said.
They said underage friends
would be welcome at their party.
"You should be able to do what
you want in your own apartment
— we're not going to care who's
21 and who isn't," Troy said.
Frazee Avenue residents Brian
and Jamie are also going to be the
hosts of a party this weekend.

"Everybody in the building is
having kegs, Brian said. "I hope
it will be as wild as last year, but
it probably won't."
"We're just going to have to see
what happens. Jamie said.
Students at both areas said they
are curious about how the police
will respond to the upcoming
weekend.
"I bet the cops can't wait to
come and do whatever they can to
break it up," said Stacey, of East
Merry.
"That's when people get hurt,"
Jeff said "Because when the
police bust in, they panic," Jeff
said.
Brian said he can understand
the police's position in enforcing
the law, but he said they took it
too far.
"The fire on Frazee really hurt
everything last year," he said. "I
can see their viewpoint in a way.
"But some of the things about
last year were just out of line and
I can see the police being real
pricks this year too," he said.
Troy said the problem with the
police is nobody in the apartments knows exactly what their

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW

policies are.
"All I know is, they can't come
in uninvited," he said. "No doors
or blinds will be open and nobody
we don't know is coming in —
that's for sure." "I'm going to
make sure I know the policies before I have my keg party," said
Ron, a Frazee resident.
"The police shouldn't be allowed to do what they did last
September, and if students get
themselves more informed, there
won't be as much of a problem,"
Ron said. "After we order our keg
I'm calling a couple of lawyers so
I am sure of my rights this weekend."

Joe and Dave said they think
the police will be extremely strict
at East Merry and Frazee, but
there will be parties all over the
rest of the city.
"The police are going to use
this party to set examples and
charge for every stupid offense of
the law," Joe said, adding the
city makes a profit from issuing
citations. "Stupid laws were
created by smart people so they
can lower our taxes."

"There are going to be parties
all over the city this weekend,"
East Merry resident John said Dave said, "because all the cops
the police do not try to give stu- will be here so the rest of the city
dents any warning when citing will be a fucking drunk-fest."
them.
"This weekend will continue to
be a big party weekend but it will
"When you try to ask the police be more spread through the
questions in order to avoid get- city," Joe added. "It's a battle
ting in trouble, they give you a the cops can't win in the end."

Give
another chance.
Give blood
FR€€ 2 Liter
of
Coke or Diet Coke
w/ purchase of
2-Medium
1 item pizzas

Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments
:.- Check our special discounted rates for our ■:.■
new apartments for Fall 1991

only

PIZZA PUB
Call 352-0717 for more information

disorderly so you get in trouble
anyways," he said.

THE MOST FUN VOU'VE EVER HAD
WITH YOUR CLOTHES ON!

$10.50
expires 5/31/91

+*~*+~+++*~^^

proudly presents:

with Special Guests Delta Tau Delta
Party begins approx. 1 hour after Beta 500
* Bring invitation and valid ID*
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■A bookbag containing textbooks and paperwork was reported stolen from the Falcon's Nest
Wednesday afternoon. Loss was
estimated at $60.
■A resident of Offenhauer West
was taken to the counseling
center after she reportedly swallowed several prescription drugs
Wednesday evening.

No money down.
No payments for 90 days.
Andy will be happy to help
you with all your new and used car
purchases. Having been an assistant
football coach at BGSCI for 5 years,
he is very familiar with BG and the
needs of students. Andy would like
to invite you to stop by or call him
at 841-2463 for a great deal !

it tr Special Thanks to Mark Helle on i? i?
& ■& an outstanding job this semester i? ■&
as Pike Social

Saturday, April 27th, 1991

contest. The caller told the woman she needed to give her Visa or
Mastercard number to him to
claim the prize.
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 700
block of East Wooster Street
Tuesday morning.
■The unit director of a fraternity house on campus reported
Tuesday morning he has been receiving threatening telephone
calls from members of the
fraternity.
■A resident of the 100 block of
Lehman Avenue reported Tuesday afternoon she received a
harassing telephone call.
■An employee of First Impressions, 132 E. Wooster St., reported Wednesday morning someone
stole several items from the
store. The items taken include a
computer, computer software, an
undisclosed amount of money and
a CD player. Loss was estimated
at $14,000.
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 700
block of East Wooster Street
Wednesday morning.
■A ladies'watch was reported
stolen from a room in McDonald
West Wednesday morning. Loss
was estimated at $400.
■City police received a complaint Wednesday afternoon concerning Pet's Plus, 1234 N. Main
St. The caller stated one of the
animals was in a very small cage
at the pet store.
■A resident of the 100 block of
South Enterprise Street reported
Wednesday evening people in a
red pickup truck were throwing
"jawbreakers" candy at people
walking down the street.
■A resident of the 500 block of
Ridge Street reported Wednesday
evening she has been receiving
harassing phone calls from an
unknown male.

The Nissan
Student Loan.

Pi Kappa Alpha
1991 Pike Springfest

■An employee of the Student
Health Center reported last Friday evening a female student reported a date rape, which occurred in late February.
■ A University student reported
Saturday morning he was assaulted by three men in Lot 3. The
student later realized his wallet
was taken during the attack.
■ A woman reported Saturday
morning she was assaulted by her
boyfriend in Batchelder Hall during an argument. The woman was
referred to the prosecutor's office.
■University police responded
to a report of an injured deer
Sunday morning in Chapman
Hall. The deer supposedly ran
into a wall in the dorm.
■A window in the Phi Kappa
Psi fraternity house was reported
broken after someone smashed it
with a rock Sunday evening.
Damage was estimated at $75.
■Jennifer A. Nekic, 522 Leroy
Ave. Apt. A, was cited for DUI
Monday morning.
■Tammy S. Dean, 540 Wallace
Ave., was cited for attempting to
cash a stolen check Monday
afternoon.
■A resident of Offenhauer West
reported Monday he was stabbed
with a piece of glass during the
weekend. The student was
treated and released at Wood
County Hospital.
■Francis Urso, 516 N. Summit
St., was cited on two counts of
telephone harassment Monday
evening.
■A wallet was reported stolen
from a room in Mooney Hall
Monday evening. Loss was estimated at$50.
■City police received a complaint of a breaking and entering
Monday evening at a self-storage
unit in the 500 block of Lehman
Avenue.
■A resident of the 300 block of
East Merry Avenue reported
Monday someone stole several
articles of jewelry from her residence during a party last Friday
evening. Loss was estimated at
$570.
■A resident of the 200 block of
Curtis Avenue reported Tuesday
morning she received a telephone
call from a man who told her that
her husband had just won a

Andy Garver

fTTFOTl
#1 In Northwest Ohio

6123 W. Central Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43615

Built for the Human Race"
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Rocket may play in LA;
McNall looking for deal
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Toronto Argonauts
owner Bruce McNall will allow Raghib "Rocket"
Ismail to play for both his Canadian Football
League team and the Los Angeles Raiders if approval is granted, a newspaper reported today.
"I don't even know if the Rocket knows about
this," McNall said Wednesday night in Edmonton,
Alberta, where his Los Angeles Kings played an
NHL playoff game.
"But if (Raiders owner) Al (Davis) wanted to do
it, I wouldn't stand in his way," McNall told the
Los Angeles Times.
A National Football League rule, however, forbids a player under contract with a CFL team
from playing in the NFL in the same season.
"The rule was put there for competitive
reasons," NFL spokesman Joe Browne said.
McNall said he knew about the rule, but would
not stand in the way if Davis could find a way to
modify the stipulation.
"I have not spoken to Al about it," McNall said.

"But if he wants to see if he can get the rule
changed, and the NFL allowed it, I wouldn't say
no."
Ismail, the former Notre Dame wide receiving
star, signed a deal with the Argos on Saturday
night worth a guaranteed 18.2 million over four
years. On Sunday, the Raiders drafted Ismail in
the fourth round of the NFL draft.
One loophole in the NFL rule would allow Ismail
to play for the Raiders this year if the Rocket terminates his Argos contract before the end of the
regular season in mid-November. If a deal was
hammered out between McNall and Davis that
would allow for Ismail's contact to end a week before the final game, he would be eligible to join the
Raiders, the Times reported.
The Raiders denied that there was any such deal
between them and McNall.
Asked if he was aware of such deal, Al LoCasale,
Raiders executive assistant, told the Times, "No, I
haven't, to tell you the truth."

Olson takes Kiam to court

BOSTON (AP) - Boston Herald sportswriter Lisa Olson filed
suit against the New England
Patriots this morning, charging
sexual harassment and violations
of her civil rights.
Olson, 27, will leave her job at
the newspaper, her attorneys
said. She has been most recently
covering the Boston Bruins of the
NHL. It was not immediately
clear when Olson, who has been
with the newspaper for four
years, would leave.
Olson's suit was filed in Suffolk
Superior Court against the NFL
team; its owner, Victor Kiam;
former general manager, Patrick
Sullivan; former media services

director, James Oldham, and
players Zeke Mowatt, Michael
Timpson and Robert Perryman.
The suit also alleged intentional
infliction of emotional distress
and intentional damage to her
professional reputation, and
monetary damages are sought.
The suit stems from incidents
beginning last Sept. 17 when the
27-year-old Olson said she was
sexually harassed while conducting an interview in the Patriots
locker room.
Zalkind said since the incident
Olson has endured abuse from
some of the fans at sporting
events.
"A great number of times she is

yelled at, screamed at, sees negative graffiti about her ... her car
was vandalized," Zalkind said.
"She's frightened all the time."
He also said Olson has received
hate mail and harassing telephone calls.
"Nobody should have to go
through this just for trying to do
their job," Olson said Wednesday. "If anything, this suit will
make it easier for others so that
something like this won't happen
to other female journalists."

t N«wi/T(m NOfmon

And here's the pitch...

Olson said she intended to let
the issue drop after the NFL fined
the team and the players in
November.

Freshman Billy Bosl delivers a pilch against Ashland College. The baseball team travels to Dayton
this weekend to compete at the Wright State Tournament.

Tennis faces final homestand ««•«•»»»"» « CORNER.
The rest of Falcon sports competes
out of town this weekend
by Sebastien Caruthers
sports writer

D a a
The women's Softball team will
travel to Muncie, Ind. to play
against Ball State. The four game
series is very important to the
Falcons since they are three
games out of first place.
"We are really going for it,"
coach Jacquie Joseph said. "I
told the team to play the rest of
the games like it's the MAC
Championships.

The men's tennis team will
conclude its Spring outdoor regular season when they host
Eastern Michigan today (3 p.m.)
and Toledo Saturday (1 p.m.) respectively at Keefe Courts.
The women's team will travel
to Eastern Michigan today (3
□ C D
p.m.) and to Toledo Saturday (1
The track team will compete in
p.m.)
"Our short term goal for this three different unscored events
weekend is to beat (EMU) and this weekend.
For the men, junior Todd Black
the Rockets in our final conference homestand," head coach will compete in the Drake Relays
in Des Moines, Iowa, approxiGene Orlando said.

mently six men will compete in
the Penn Relays in Philadelphia,
Pennsylavnia, and the remainder
of the team travels to the Hillsdale Relays in Hillsdale, Michigan.
The women will split up their
team to go to the same meets.
D D D

After dropping a pair of games
versus Toledo, the baseball team
will spend this weekend at the
Wright State Tournament.
The men's golf team will participate in the Kepler Intercolligiate Invitational at Ohio State.

A

99C
small, 5 oz. yogurt
Free Delivery 7:00 - 10:30 pm
Mon - Thurs
, .. ..
524E. Wooster
expires May 15
354-7050

MY
JOB AT UPS IS REALLY
WORKING OUT."
■

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments

CALL 352-9378 TODAY

UJ
r^l

Rental office located at

Cherrywood Health Spa

Look\\faat
a little extra credit
can get you

Year-round part-time dock
work loading and unloading
trailers. 3-4 hours per day
Monday through Friday. Students
interested should meet with
Employment Represenatives
Wednesday May 1, from
1:30-6:30pm. Fort & Canal
Rooms in the University
Union. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

A new Toyota with nothing down.
And no payments for 9() days.
If you're a college graduate or about to be, we've got
someextracreditforyou. It's the Toyota Classof '91 Financing
Program. And it could put you in a new Toyota with no money
down and no paymens for 90 days. Thai means you could
soon be cruising in any one of our quality cais and trucks.
Like the all-new affordable Tercel, starting at |ust SdS.su •
So huny and see your Toyota dealer today for all the
details And who knows, this extra credit could make you a
real roads scholar
Via* what you do fit me:

®TOYOTA

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

Thayer Toyota
1225 North Main Street
Bowling Green, OH
*H^iufauOT>iungaMdnuilpna Actual drainpner m* in Pnandutettm

I<P».

tnrapormxn.opBomlor waondfr Milleapnan
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Swindell lacks support Clemens' streak continues
14 hitters until Russ Morman singled with two outs in the fifth.
Swindell struck out the side in
the third inning, and his 12
CLEVELAND — Bad begin- strikeouts in eight innings reprenings aren't anything new to
Greg Swindell. After all, the
Cleveland left-hander broke into "I took a look at my
the major leagues in 1986 with a
stats before this
24-5 loss to the Boston Red Sox.
But he's pretty sure his career- game — seven walks
worst 0-3 record this year isn't entirely his fault.
and seven strikeouts
In his first four starts, the Indians have scored a total of four that wasn't me."
runs for him, getting shut out -Greg Swindell,
twice and getting two runs in the
Indians Pitcher
other two games, including
Wednesday night's 4-2, 10-inning
loss to the Kansas City Royals.
Though he certainly isn't happy sented the second-best total of his
about the lack of support, Swin- career. He struck out 15 in a
dell says he can't become preoc- game against Kansas City in 1987.
cupied with it. The Indians have
"I had a good fastball in and a
scored two runs or less in 10 of
Sood fastball away," he said. "I
their 13 games.
"It's a downer, that's for sure. idn't use my breaking ball
But it's my job to go out and much. It was one of those games
6itch," Swindell said. "I can't let where I felt locked in. I got ahead
le other things get to me. I had a of a lot of hitters. They're a
good outing. I can't worry about free-swinging team, so that
helped me. Once I got ahead in
anything else."
Wednesday's game was by far the count, they swung at a lot of
his best this year, and it lowered balls out of the strike zone."
Swindell adjusted his motion
his ERA to 3.96. He was perfect
for four innings, retiring the first ever so slightly for the game beby Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer

cause he didn't like the way his
first few starts had gone.
"I took a look at my stats before this game — seven walks and
seven strikeouts. That wasn't
me," he said.
So he added a short step back at
the start of his motion, closer to
the style he'd used in college and
earlier in his Cleveland career. It
worked.
"I felt in command of the
game," he said.
He was taken out of the game
with the Indians leading 2-0 after
Kansas City's Jim Eisenreich led
off the ninth with a single. The
Indians had threatened but failed
to score in the eighth inning, forcing a Kansas City pitching
change that caused Swindell to
tighten up.
Reliever Doug Jones then gave
up a two-out, two-run home run to
Kirk Gibson in the ninth and two
more runs in the 10th, erasing
what would have been Swindell's
first win.
"I felt it was a good time to
bring Jonesy in," Swindell said.
"Gibson's just a big-time player.
"I've had four starts now. I feel
I've thrown pretty well in three
out of the four. I can't complain."

duty police officer.
It seems just like 1986, when
he started the season 14-0 and
won the first of his two American League Cy Young awards.
"I was struggling with myself
a little, fighting with myself tonight," said Clemens, who allowed five hits and struck out
seven against the Blue Jays. "If

by Dave O'Hara
AP sports writer

BOSTON — Roger Clemens,
weakened by a cold and lacking
his usual pinpoint control,
struggled for seven innings
against the Toronto Blue Jays
on Tuesday night, but managed

"He (Roger Clemens) throws as hard as
ever, but this guy pitches awesomely.
You can't just worry about his fastball
anymore. Everything he throws now
has the potential to be a strike."
--Joe Carter, Blue Jays
to stretch his scoreless streak to
30 innings in the Boston Red Sox
3-0 victory.
Clemens (4-0) is waiting to
find out how commissioner Fay
Vincent will rule on the appeal
of his five-game suspension and
$10,000 fine. Clemens also faces
a trial in Houston on misdemeanor charges for an alleged altercation with an off-

it doesn't get any tougher than
this, I'll feel pretty good."
Clemens went 9-1 in the last
two months of the 1990 season,
missing three weeks with tendinitis. He has allowed just one
run this year, in the second inning of the April 8 season
opener at Toronto. He's allowed
17 hits in 32 innings, struck out
34 and walked five. His ERA is

0.28.
"If there's a better pitcher in
the game, I haven't seen him,"
said Toronto's Ranee Mulliniks.
"He has great stuff and great
execution. Nothing he does
amazes me. It's not only his velocity and stuff, but he throws
quality pitches to spots. He's a
guy with overpowering stuff
and he's a finessepitcher, too."
What makes Clemens better
this season is his control. Four
of his five walks this season
came on Tuesday night.
"He throws as hard as ever,
but this guy pitches awesomely," Joe Carter of the Blue
Jays said. "You can't just
worry about his fastball any
more. Everything he throws
now has the potential to be a
strike. You constantly have to
protect the plate against him."
Except for the opener, when
Jack Clark hit a grand slam,
Clemens has been in tight
games.
"The streak is great and I
hope it continues, but the
reason it's so many (innings) is
because it had to be," he said.

Bengals' Williams to NFL's double standard?
show his stuff at camp Is the league inconsistent with its anti-drug policy?
CINCINNATI (AP) Colorado linebacker Alfred Williams, the Cincinnati Bengals'
No. 1 draft pick, says he intends
to show his stuff for the Bengals
coaches at this weekend's minicamp workouts.
"From what I see, what I'll
have to do is put the words into
action," Williams said. "I feel
comfortable already because
I'm going to a team that does
something I've been doing for
the last four years."
Williams might be inclined to
feel at home. The University of
Colorado and the Bengals use
similar defensive formations.
Both play a 3-4 defense, with the
outside linebackers called on at
times to drop into pass cover-

age or become down linemen in
passing situations.
Bengals coaches are hoping
Williams, a noted pass rusher
who sacked the quarterback 35
times during his college career,
can team with Bengals linebacker James Francis to
strengthen Cincinnati's anemic
pass rush. Francis, Cincinnati's
top pick last season, moved
from inside linebacker to right
outside linebacker at the start
of the season and developed into
the AFC defensive rookie of the
year and the Bengals' sack
leader with seven.
If Williams can do what
Francis did last year, the Bengals are mulling moving Francis inside to make room Tor Wil-

liams at right outside linebacker. Francis had only one
sack in the last 11 games, when
he was often double-teamed.
Bengals linebackers coach
Dick Selcer expects to work
closely with Williams at the
mini-camp for rookies and veterans. The weekend session
convenes Friday.
"We put Alfred everywhere,
which after talking to Selcer, is
what they did with Francis,"
said Bob Simmons, Williams'
college position coach. "We
even had packages with him
playing over the center."
"My notoriety comes from
getting to the quarterback,"
said Williams, Colorado's alltime sack leader.

CAMPUS
UNITY PARTY
When: Friday, April 26th
7pm - 11pm
Where: Behind the Union
(Rain location: Grand Ballroom)

by John Nelson
AP sports writer

NEW YORK - In last week's
draft, three NFL teams took a
player with a known drug problem, and now some folks are
wondering if there isn't a double
standard in the league regarding
drug abuse.
"I think the question we're
really asking here is: Does the
NFL give more priority to getting
a star player on the field, or to the
well-being of a troubled person?"
said Dr Arnold Washton, whose
Washton Institute in New York
has treated many well-known
athletes for drug abuse.
"I think we both know the answer to that. Pro football is big
business in America, and just like
any large corporation, employees
are valued more for what they
can produce."
Two of the players taken in the
draft — quarterback Todd Marinovich ot Southern Cal and halfback Darren Lewis of Texas A&M
— are involved in drug counseling. Walter Sutton of Southwest
State University in Minnesota,
was taken in the 10th round by the

Atlanta Falcons, even though
they knew he had been convicted
of a drug felony.
"I know they're waging a
major battle to prevent drugs in
the NFL, but in view of the draft,
there seems to be some inconsistency," sports attorney Bob
Woolf said.
Woolf represents former Washington Redskins defensive lineman Dexter Manley, who was
banned for life from the NFL as a
three-time drug loser before being reinstated last year. Manley
has been through rehabilitation
and is now with the Phoenix Cardinals.
"I'm sure this is an embarrassment to the NFL," Woolf
said.
Marinovich, taken by the Los
Angeles Raiders in the first
round, was ordered into a program by a judge in Irvine, Calif.,
after charges of possessing marijuana and cocaine were dismissed.
Lewis, taken by the Chicago
Bears in the sixth round, checked
into a rehab center in Houston on
Wednesday. Lewis was the only
player who tested positive for cocaine at the NFL's scouting eval-

uations in February. The league
sends the test results to each
team, but the Bears said they
never saw it.
The most bizarre case was of
Sutton, a wide receiver taken by
the Atlanta Falcons. Sutton was
convicted in February of trying to
deal crack cocaine and ordered to
begin serving a nine-year prison
sentence, as soon as he finished
college.
The Falcons knew of the conviction but said they were led to
believe Sutton wouldn't have to
go to jail. On Thursday, a federal
judge in Tampa, Fla., told Sutton
that was not the case. He must
report to prison on Jan. 28,1992.
Obviously, the information
provided to us before the draft
was, indeed, inaccurate and misleading," Falcons vice president
Ken Herock said. "... Had we
known all the facts that we now
know, we would not have made a
decision to select Walter Sutton in
this draft, and we will not pursue
any efforts to sign him to an NFL
contract."
The NFL says it not only had
not heard about Sutton's conviction, it hadn't even heard of Sutton.

NEWIPVE
Stop In And Meet
The Professional Management Team
At 328 S. Main St. (Our Only Office) 352-5620

* FREE PIZZA & POP
* FREE GIVEAWAYS
LIVE MUSIC FEATURING:
•Tom Gorman
•Kid Falacy
•Steel -N- Bread

Come & Enjoy the
Festivities!

Sue Gatton, Helen Hernandez, Mary Newlove Noll, Al Newlove
Renting Is Our ONLY Business....We Work For YOU!
Rent your Apartment now and enjoy these special benefits:
* No Parental Guarantee
• Full Time Maintenance

* Three Person Prices
• Ask About Our FREE Maid Service

Check Out These Apartments:
309 High St.
803 5th St.
228 S. College

801 5th St.
843 6th St.
507 E. Merry

824 6th St.
709 5th St.
114 S. Main
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Classifieds
CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS
• Golden K.y Picnic ■
Free food and tun'
Winners ol the rattle «■ be prcKeO'
«prl 28th Sunday 12-3 PM
Or MialaUla Houaa. S26 Bullomvood
RSVP Mamaa or Catnenne 352-2424 by
5 PM Friday
• Ooldan Kay Picnic •
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA apnng "Wlatee1 Jual
a reminder about the banquet on Sunday, April
28. from 3 00 ■ 5:00 m the Lenhart Grand Bel
room1 Receive your certificate, your
pevcherrn. and tree refreahments1
Concert
BOSU Concert and
Unrversity Bands
Jay Jackson and
Brian Nutting. Conductora
Friday. 4-28
6pm
Kobacker - FREE
DRY DOCK NEWS
The Sat. April 27th Dry Dock win be open for
the last time (at least for this year) To celebrate
we em having our Annual CLOSE OUT BASH.
Come Join the fun. along with games and dancing 9 - 1 am are the hours for this fun-filed
evening Take those study breaks at the Dock
See ya Saturday
Sports card show. Woodland Mall. 10 am - 9
pm Saturday Aprtl 27

LOST ft FOUND
Camera Lost Sat. at 2001 (Phi Deri House)
Pictures are very valuable.
Large REWARD II found"
Please Call 372530a.
Last
Black backpack containing Important books and
notes needed for finals week' If found please
call 372-3556 and leave a message No quesBona asked
LOST Dark purple suede coat; 3/15 from
Good Tymes Please return No questions
Laura 3/2 5310

SERVICES OFFERED

Horseback Riding
Douglaa Meadows Ranch
313 858-3973

POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Specializing In formal date nights & parties
Call 874-8684
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy taale and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal352-3987from8am to9p.m.

PERSONALS
• GAMMA PHI BETA THETA PI ■
The serenade was great'
Thanks coaches Tony. Doug S Jon Sal
your help!
• GAMMA PHI BETA THETA PI ■
• KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA •
To our SENIOR sisters
A« ol us will truly
miss you next year' GOOD
LUCK and we love youi
Love. Your Kappa Sisters
• KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA •
• Stscy Msyer •
Happy 21 si Birthday
x« roomie - Have a good one'
Love Va. Dana
• ZBT • ZBT • ZBT • ZBT ■ ZBT ■
Good Job. Andy Hufeteld. group leader for next
year's emerging leaders retreat
• ZBT • ZBT • ZBT ■ ZBT • ZBT ■
" "Gamma Phi Beta"" Gamma Phi Beta* '*
We love cur Beta tssm and are behind you
100% t Keep on working hard' TTKE. your Sis
lers
• ORDER OF OMEGA"
'ORDER OF OMEGA'
Attention Members"
Last meeting ot the year Sunday April 28 3:00
Phi Kappa PSJ Senkxs. come to be recognized
•ORDER OF OMEGA'
'ORDER OF OMEGA'
Attention Members'
Last meeting ot the year'
Sunday Aprtl 28. 3 00 Phi Kappa Pal
Seniors, come to be recognized
ADOPTION NOT ABORTION We are a happily
married chadless Christian couple eager to
adopt a whits Infant. Call collect
419-358 9370 alter 5 30 p m
AGO ' SETA 100 • AGO ' BETA 500
The AJphs Game wish everyone the best of luck
at Beta 500 See you el the llniah Una
AGO • BETA too ■ AGO ' BETA 500
AOD ' BETA 500 • AGO • BETA 500
There's only one right onel II
AGO ' BETA BOO ' AGO ' BETA 500
ALL WINNERS WEEKENDIII
Jusi listen to WFAL tor your chance to srln
T-Shtrts, CD's, Caseenee, Movie Passes. Purs coupons. Car wash coupons! Every hour
thle weekend. April 2«th si I pm to April 2Sth
el Midnight. Call In el 372-2418. WFAL Cable
I4OS0AM

WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?
FREE. ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701

Ask for testing times

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YETI
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

AXO ' SIGMA CHI ' AXO ' SIGMA CHI
The Sailers ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Valerie Mesterson on her recent
pinning to Sigma Chi Erie Trailer. Beet of kick
to you both"
AXO ' SIGMA CHI ' AXO ' SIGMA CHI

Alpha Gem SeniorsHeve tun tonight at the
Seniors only date party

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime with AIRHITCHIO lor $229 from
Cieveiend or Detroit. $160 from the East
Coast (As reported in NY Times t Let's Go!)
AIRHITCHfr) 212-664-2000

AXO - BETA COACHES - AXO
Get psyched for tomorrow • wo are!1
AXO • BETA COACHES - AXO

AJphs Phi Beta Team Alpha Phi
Cher, Stacy. Me/cla. Maria. Jute, Angle
We've worked long and hard to be prepared for
tomorrow and now ITS almost hers Get psyched and don't be too nervous because ws
have something no one ease can touchl We've
got the best coaches the beat team, and the
beat supporters Good Luck' I know thst we
have the power and let's Just Do HI
Alpha Phi Love and mine.
Sara Walton

Joe 124
I cherish the gift ol your eternal love-end lor
your birthday I give you my heart.
Happy Birthday Sweetie'
II always love you.
ArnyM
P.8. Happy • month anniversary on our en-

Beta' Bets' Bets!
28th Annual Beta 500
linen Oval
Tomorrow at Noon
Bats! Beta' Beta'
Brad a TonyGet excited for this weekend! it win be even
better than last year1 I'm glad you made it'
Leva.
Cheryl
CN-0 Keley Kraerbrtnk Cm-O
La - you are doing an awesome fob as Greek
Rep and Intramurals Don't stress about your
class - only 2 weeks left
Love,
O'Neal
CHr-OCHi-OCHI-O

Alpha XI * Kriatl Queen ' Alpha XI
Happy Belated Birthday. Little! I am so happy
that you are finally 21 and I had a great time
celebrating with you on I ussday' Watch out
lor in. camel rider!!!!!
Love.
Amy

DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT LADIES! THE ONE
WE'VE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR
CAMP
JIMMY BUFFETT
GET EXCITED"

Alpha XI Delta's
Outstanding Members
Most Outstanding Sophomore
Lisa Roman
Most Outstanding Juniors
Lsuns Stsss snd Stscey Sharp
Most Outstanding Senior
Tammy Sharpe
Model Alpha Xi Delta
Tammy Sharpe
AZD * AZO ' AZO ' AZO

KKG ' KKG ' KKO ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG
#1 AOTT Up Sync
Spun Award - Phi Mu Sack Racee
Best Women's Ad - Greek Week
Variety Show
WHAT'S NEXT'
BETA
KKG • KKO ' KKO • KKO ■ KKO ■ KKG

I am going to the San Francisco area. I am leaving May 13 Do you need a ride In that drrectlon? Cal Sharon 364-5297

Beta 500 Happy Hours
Tonight 4-9 pm
Tuxedo Junction
Door Prizes. Food. Fun

Alpha Phi Jen McFal Alpha Phi
My beateel buddy and my soon-to-be roomie,
Thanka lor all the greet times this year and I
hope thst they continue Thanka for being there
lor me when I needed you the moat I know that
we're lust getting to be true friends Remember Toronto. Kappa Alpha. OU's. Teaa.
Formal, and ???(*ecret) Thanks a bunch'
Alpha Phi love and mine.
Sara Walton

KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKQ
WE ARE HOTI
KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG

HEY ALPHA CHI'SOET PSYCHED FOR BETA
YOU AJN'T SEEN NOTHING YETM

AXO-BETA TEAM-AXO
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YETI
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YETI
AXO-SETA TEAM-AXO

Aloha Phi
Meande
One more day until the time of your Hfe Hope
you're ready for It I heard the King is waiting'
Don't forget about ourweddlitg.

KeHle Burch
Don't sweat
Youlbegreattonlght'il
Love. Amy. Beth, 1 Stacle

Happay married couple, who can offer a good
loving home, want to adopt a while Infant Mod
leaf expeneee pax) Confidential Write to P O
Box 2163. Woirton. WV 26062

AXO - BETA COACHES - AXO
OUR COACHESI
OUR COACHESI
OUR COACHESI
QET PSYCHED FOR SATURDAY"

Alpha Gam vlP'eGel excited lor Bets!

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
BETAI
BETA!
BETAI
Think BETA Eat BETA. Sleep SETA'
We wil be victorious'

GrsbsFrtsnd
GrabaPBow
and
Loam to RELAX before FINALS Come to e
tension reducing session at Offenhauer
Lounge. Monday April 29 at 9 pm Everyone a
Welcome

K.D. " BETA ' K D • BETA • K D
The K 0 Beta 600 Team would like to thank
our coaches Mark. Jamas. Jason, snd Tray
You guys are awesome' Get psyched for Saturday!
P S We never gel tired'
K.O • BETA • K.D ' BETA • K 0
KAPPA DELTA BETA 500 TEAM
We wont stop
'«the flag drops"
K.O. ' BETA ' K.D. ■ BETA
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Last Week
OFFICER ol the WEEK
Amy Kotnrk
SISTER ol (he WEEK
TroeoDerkace
The) Week
OFFICER ol the WEEK
AmyPakimoo
SISTER ol the WEEK
JenSeKh

KKG ' SAE ' KKG ' SAE ' KKG
CONGRATULATIONS lo Amy Prsatel on her
pinning to Sigma Alpha Epefcm Kant Underwood
ALSO on her being named SAE Sweetheart
lor 1991-1992'
KKG ' SAE ' KKG ' SAE ' KKG

Peg "Mud Woman" Searcy
Peggy. Peggo. Peg-a-rama, Pegga-legge-dxigdong
Pegmeiater
Leggo-my-eggo-peggo.
Pegbebrve. Big Hung o'Peg' May the wind al
ways be al your back and your voeeybal courts
al be muddy' Thanka lor al of your time
energy, and efforts with thie weekend s MUD
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT' Love UAA
PHI BETA SIGMA
The Sislers of Delta Zeta would like to extend
our congratulationa lo your men snd oontostanta on a very successful Ms. Bronze Pageant
It was very much enfoyed'
PHI BETA SIGMA
Pin Delta John Ph. Dens
Fine to the left. Fine to the right
Camp Jimmy Buffet
al the Quarry, withe Dae Zee lonight
Gat Excited'
Bath
PI Phis • PI Phla
Get reedy tor Beta Rock 500.
Yebbe Oobba Doo - N takes twol
PI PHIS * BETA*
IT TAKES TWO TO MAKE A THING GO RIGHT'
Purple Nightmare
The nightmares are over
This weekend you might think you
ere In a dream A Purple Dream

KKG ' Senwrs • KKG ' Seniors
We love you!
KKG ' Senwrs ' KKG ' Seniors

SIGEP
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
OaveSpence

Lambda Chi Akpu
Congratulations lo Mark Bule and Tina Uhmkuhi
on ttsMr aMigenernent.

SIGEP
BROTHERS OF THE WEEK
The Bike Team
RIDERS
Scon Frakes Rick Fuerst
Josh Rand Pete Maazie
Joe lalacci Todd Kreinbnnk
Chns Lemhart Jeff Echholz
LIFTERS
Craig Winn Chns Burks
Ben Prtchard TodSackela

Lambda CM Afeha
CongratuaMtone to SB Davidson and Lasts Hsrt
on their engagement
LOST I lost an Alpha Chi Omega Active pm
Monday night It is Lyre shaped with peerts and
AXO on It Also, the imtisls JRC are on the botlorn Iflound. please ca>372-4861
Mick, Slack. 5 Float
Can't wait M next year1
HuvUguysl
KB

1 Ml Delta Upsilon Bike Race
CHAMPIONSI

Paul Bast
Get "psyched" lor Monday"

continued on p. 12

Did you know? Over 50S ol the mothers who
abort thaw first baby will deliver their second
baby prematurely
DRY DOCK NEWS
Thle Sat April 37thOry Dock wii be open lor
the last time (at least lor this year). To celebrate
wa are having our annual Close Out
Baeh.Come join the tun. along with games and
dancing 9-1 am are the hours for this tun-filed
evening. Take those study breaks at the Dock
See ya Saturday'

Alpha Xi Delta
Think Beta'
Think Beta'
Think Bats'
The Sisters ol AJphs Xi Delta wish everyone
good luck in Beta 500

Here's to the
Class
of
1991

DZ DZ DZ Delta Zeta DZ OZ DZ
Study hard lor those flnaist
Good Luck to al Delta Zees'
OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

AOTT ' AOTT ' AOTT ■
BETA THETA PI' BETA THETA PI
Beta coaches Johnny Ruseo snd Scott
Draper, we're gonna show you whsl we can do.
Ws're psyched'
AOTTISREDHOTI

FDI • R» • FIJI
RmgoIts ISLAND time"
Purple Plgdme - BEWARE!!

AOTT ' AOTT ' AOTT
The Sisters of the Alpha Pal Chapter would ska
to welcome our visiting chapter members
Onto Northern ■ KTT Chapter
Ohio U. - Orntcron Upsilon Chapter
Michigan State - Beta Gamma Chapter
Toledo - Thsta Pat Chapter
BETA ' BETA ' BETA ' BETA • BETA

-Mmdy
Alpha Phi ' Alphe Phi
FIJI ISLAND IBB1
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS
FIJI ISLAND mi
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS

AOTT ' BETAS ' AOTT
The Pi's sre RED HOT
BETA 600 tm

Senior Farewells

Fiji Island '9'
SharonAre you ready to party with the natives?
Love.

Appearing et Gamer'a
Fn 5 Sat April 26 and 27
BIHian Must be 21
I D Required

Ray
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Reigns on the island
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND

Attention Students
II you llnd a Summer Job ON YOUR OWN
that Is related to your Career goals,
Come to the Co-op Office
238 Administration Building
172-2451
to register tor
Free Acsdemlc Recognition

FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Reigns on the Island'
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
FIJI ISLAND 1991
The natives are restless'
FLU ISLAND 1991
The nstkros sre rsiSsHf

Attention Guys! Maurices in the Woodland Mall
a expecting 12 pairs of Z Cavarfcd leans by
Friday Only 1 2 pair comino1

Gamma Phi BETA 500
Gamma Phi BETA 500
Gamma Phi BETA 500

ATTENTION BGSU HOCKEY FANS: Visit Din'a
Table al the Sportscard Snow in the Woodland
Mai on Sat Apr! 27 I specialize m hockey
cards ol lormer Falcons BLAKE. EMERSON.
UUT. CAVALLINI. YSEBAERT, ETC.

Gel ready to PITCH those tents'"
The fun starts at midnight!1!

AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO
The Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would Bra to
congratulete Joyce Jenkins on her recent engagement to Pat Hatem Beat wishes for a
wonderful future together"
AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO

OOVERNMENT HOMES Irom St
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossessions Your area (11805 962 8000
Ext QH-9849 'or current repo 1st

A Special personals section
of The BG News classifieds in the last
regular edition Friday, May 3.
♦ Messages to and from graduating seniors
♦ Say good luck, good bye
♦ Reminisce about old times
♦ Last chance for words unspoken

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 4 P.M.
Write Your Message Here

I

(Please, one message per form)

!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f

BGSU Concert/University Bands
in

CONCERT
Jay C. Jackson/Brian Nutting, Conductors
Kobacker - 8pm - Friday, April 26

eaten thai Summer Feeling -

check one:

R.E. Management

♦ Regular Classified:

113 Railroad Street 352-9302

♦ 1 col. x 1" Classified Display:
41 col. x 2" Classified Display:

Location
733 Manvllle
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
795 Manvllle
941 Eighth St.

Summer Price
S990
S990
S990
$550
S550

Bring in this ad for
$100 off first months rant when signing a fall lease
$50 off first months rent whan signing a summer laasa
one discount par lease
offer good thru April 30

75« per line, 3 line minimum charge
(35-40 spaces per line) 60« extra-Bold Type
$6.50 Includes border (8 line maximim)
$12.95 Includes border
(16 line maximum)

Your Name:
Address:
Social Security * for billing:

* WE MUST RECEIVE YOUR ORDER BY DEADLINE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 4 P.M. #
♦ 214 West Hall

♦

372-2601

JI

I

♦ I

J
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continuedfromp.il
SJOEP
Congratulations Alex Harris and Joe Barton on
making the 1991 Varsity Cheerteadmg Squad
The Brothers ot
Sigma Phi Epsion

SIG EP " AXO ' ALPHA XI ■ AGO ■ SIG EP
Eric Finn
Alpha Chi Omega
MAN OF THE YEAH
Scott SHknitter
Alpha X< Delta
DREAM BOY

Student Council For
Exceptional Children
1991 -1992 Executive Board
President ■ Aili Hrasko
Vice-Prendent - Amy Cleveland
Secretary - Beth Snoddy
Treasurer - Kelly Kennedy
Membership ■ Jennefer Swedtow
Activities - Julie Streb
Activities Susan Burgbacher
Publicity • June Zech
SUBLEASE OUR PARTY PAD'"
THIS SUMMER
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS ON RIDGE ST
CALL NOW 354 7 787
The SOLD Leadership Tip ot the Week
Destiny is no matter ol chance It is a matter ot
chc-ce It is not a thing to be waited for. it •• a
thing to be achieved
■ WJIiam Jennings Bryan
Were SOLD on Leadership"

Chris lienhart
Alpha Gamma Delta
MAN OF THE YEAR
CONGRATULATIONS
SIQ EP ' BETA 22 * SIG EP
Presenting the 1991 Sigma Phi Epsiton
BETA 500 Team
Brian Beck
Jeff Echhoiz
Jen* Andrew Hanson
Alex Hams
Eric Isherwood
Chris Lienhart
Dave Snook
Driver ■ Tim McAlea
SIG EP ' BETA 22 * SIG EP
SIG EP BETA RUNNERS:
^Tomorrow's the day that you have trained lor,
so run with your HEART and Bring Home 22)

Tuxedo Rental" Dry Cleaning Services
Jeans'N Things
531 Ridge St 3526333
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS SUMMER INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SUPERVISORS
NEEDED CONTACT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A STRONG KNOW
LEDGE OF SOFTBALL
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES FOR
SUMMER SOFTBALL ARE DUE BY THURSDAY JUNE 20. 1991 LEAGUES WILL BE
OFFERED FOR MEN S WOMEN SAND COED
TEAMS ' ALL FACULTY. STAFF AND STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO PLAY PLAY WILL
BE
• JUNE 24 • AUG 1
We need 2 roommates tor Fall 91-92 Fox Run
Apts It you are interested call 353-8265
WFAL Prasents
ALL WINNERS WEEKEND"
Every hour. WFAL Is giving you.
The Chance To Win.
CD's. Cassettes. Pliza Coupons,
Movie Passes, etc.
Just call in at 372-2418
Friday, April 28th at 6 pm through
Sunday April 28th at Midnight.
WFALCsble14 880 AM

SrGEP*tETA22'SIGEP
SIGEPSAMSEZ:
RUN LIKE HELL!
Spring In to Spring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics
CaJParn 352 4915

Hate to clean?
Free maid service
each and every
month!

WHAT IS A CHALLENGE?
It's when the Men's Soccer team takes on the
Men's Basketball team in a very dirty game ot
voaeyball Come out and watch the action at
1 30 on Sunday at College Park May the best
team win "'

1 female sublessor nedded lor next Fa* and'or
Spring Very close to campus Please cal
372-1893
t male roommate wanted lor 91-92 school
year University Visage. $700 plus electric per
semester Call 372-5733
1 male'lemale roommate needed to snare a 2
bedroom apt on Cleveland's westside call
Brian at 353 6536
t responsible non-smoking female for whole
summer ($260'whole summer) or part
(SiOOVmonth). Own room Near Campus Call
354 6881
1 Sublease 2 bdr apt lor Summer Negotiable
rent Call Scott 352-7592
1 to 6 people to rent 4 bd house for summer
Great locations with many advantages Call
372 1220
1991 Summer sublease needed University
Visage. 2 or more people Air Condition Great
Location Call Rob or Joe 353-6660
2 Bdr apt tor summer sublease Oft ot Napoleon $300 per mo 353-5635 Ray or leave
message
2 rmtes needed tor summer Close to campus
Own room possible $100 month Call Amy or
Mo 372-3991 3537407
Close to campus

3 females lor summer Fox Run $150>mo
Also for Fan ASpr Cal Knsten 353 8038
Female needed for 91-92 at Fox Run Air
WD E VERYTHING' Only $ 150'mo CsK Amy
or Chris 354-5886
Female needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt lor
91-92 school year Close to campus For more
information call Tonda at 352-81 72
Female roommate needed to sublease apartment lor Spring 1992 Close to campus Call
Carol at 372-3883
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FALL FOX
FUN $150 PATIO. AvC WASH/DRY CALL
354 4588 NOW
Female Summer subleaser needed tor Fox Rundishwasher. microwave, washerdryer. call
Kim 353 9399
I need 1 roommate for 1
bedroom apt for 91-92 yr
CalJ Jennie 354-7091 Nice apt1

507 E. Merry
309 High Street
801 5th Street

Needed Subleaser/s for the summer Available
immediately Rent negotiable Call Douglas or
Krystie evenings at 352-437 7

Rentals

♦dfiBBi*

(our onl> office)

Entropy
UvvVVVVVVVVVV.
POWT vvU/W TTtfY SAIP. -JUST
HBLAX AtJO t£MEM&eR. -TH£
itflZmtfF! IS MT AMHEZ

RBlrf NCJWlM TO W&iKlA&Cffll

352-562(1

Two or more to sublease apt lor Summer 91 at
University Visage $300/mo Cal Carrie or Nicole at 354-8856
Wanted summer sub-leaser House located on
corner ol E Merry A Thurstm Ask for Tern or
Knstie at 353-5092

HELP WANTED
$1000 00 SCHOLARSHIP. TUITION ASSISTANCE. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. GRADUATE AND LAW DEGREE PROGRAMS available
to minority Freshmen through Seniors Starting
saia/y of $26,500 after graduation For more
information and an application cal the US Marine Officer Selection Office al
1-800 875-4341
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed1
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO
Box 234BG. KenOworth. NJ 07033 (908)
2780998
Accepting Applications
Summer Openings
Vector Marketing has partime'fulBlme openings Positions throughout the entire country
Excellent resume experience Co ops available
$7.25 Starting pay Interview now. start alter
finals call 382-1060
Attractive, high energy, honest women needed
lor summer employment, must be wiling to
travel For more information call soon
691 9381
Child care needed for two older children four
days a week 8:30 am-5 30 pm Haskinsarea
Clatter 6 pm 823 1844
CHRISTMAS, SPRINQ BREAK summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and crmseship fobs
Call 1 805 682 7555 ext F-1658

Help wanted lor cleaning and odd fobs for
apartments lor 1-2 weeks or longer Starting
week ol May 11 Call 3530325 or 352-7365
Immediate position for ched care specialist for
i 7 mo old child 4 days per week Mon. Tues.
Thurs. A Fn temporary position Will possibly
become permanent position Send Inquiries to
1098 N Main St Alumni Branch Mgr BG. OH
43402

MOOELS
2 years to Adult
No experience necessary
Selecting new faces for promotion to local and
major advertisers Presentations at 5 OR 7 pm
sharp on Monday. April 29th al Hokday Inn
French Quarter. I 75 Exit 193. Perrysburg.
Ohio Minors must be with legal guardian Highfete Modeling. NYC. and Scranton. PA (717)
346 3186

Sublease our 2 bdr apt 803 5th St 1 yr lease
starting August 91 Call 354 3998

Pest control serviceman Auto required Banfax
Peal Control 352-5315

2

Summer Sub-Lease needed 2 Bed . furnished,
close to campus. Rent negotiable 354-4929
Summer subleaser needed Nice 2 bdr apt
own bdrm air conditioned $250 for whole
summer Cal Chris at 372-4027 Leave mesSummer sublessors needed for furnished
house one block from campus on S College
Up to 4 people needed Rent negotiable Call
354 5082
Summer sublease Spacious efficiency Thursim Manor Apt 3rd floor May Aug $270 per
mo CaN 354-8077 (before 9 30 and alter 6

pn»)

jWEeT^JOONe HUMAN1.

EARTH DAY T-SHIRTS are available L and XL.
white with logo on front and back Cash and
checks accepted m room 124 Hayes Hal Al
Shirts $9^00
NlntendoEnlertainment System, plus turbo
controller, $60 negotiable Some games also
avseabls 372 3694
Roundtrip airtane ticket. PHOENIX. ARIZONA
May 11-18 $ 150 or best offer Cal 2-4308
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your
■f—now Call 1 805 662 7555 Ext C 2804
Single loft for sale $35
353 7994

Ask for

SOFA BED FOR SALE GOOD CONDITION
$30 00
CALL 352-3931

FOR RENT

507 E. MERRY
2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
Very close to campus
FREE water and sewer
91 '2 month or year leases
Private parking
Laundry facaines
See the profess mngmt team at
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office 328 S. Main 352-6620

309 HIGH STREET
2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
Very close to campus
FREE gas heat, water 4 aewer
0 1 2 month & year leases
Private parking
Laundry facilities
Prices for groups ot 3 or 4
See the professional management team at
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main (our ONLY office)

352-5620
1*2 rmts needed lor summer
353 7957 ASAP

Own room

2 BDRM APTSFURN a UNFURN
Near Harhsman Free heat A cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon
Pkua Motel (across from Harshman)
2 females needed to sublease Piedmont Apt
Lease from May - Aug. Rent includes electric
Negotiable For more mlormation cal Sarah at
354-8473
2 kg (urn apts 1 year lease Limit of 2 persons
per apt Aval Fal Call 353 6982 A leave mes

Lifeguards, registration clerks, etc Call now1
1-800-344-9644 Jetystone Camp Resort 10
mms from Sea World, Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
living accomodatons available )

5 bedroom house, great loeeeon • first house
behind Mark's Sublease for summer Negotiable 354-5680

WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT
WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO
FOR LIST SEND $9 99 TO
M4M ENTERPRISES
POBOX 252 CAREY. OHIO 43316
Would you Kke to reach your potential? Would
you like to get paid we* tor a )ob wen done? EBSCO Telephone Service is now looking for International Telemarketing Representatives We
welcome undergraduates and graduates to become a part of our success story We offer flexible scheduling for weekend and evening work
Guaranteed hourly wages and generous commissions while learning a marketable skill internships and Co-ops available 113N Main St
next to David's Dei

DAG Rentals
NICEST APTS mBG
4 units left 850 Scott Hamilton
2 btka from campus. Modern, lurnished. 2 BR
units, new carpeting, laundry facl .AC. reserved parking Max 4pers/uni1 No pets 9 mo
lease $850 00/mo, 12 mo
lease
$595 OOmo
Phone 287-4255 or
267-3233
Have a group ot 3'
Why pay lor 4?
Ask about our special
rates for 3 people1
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
328 S Mem. 352-5620

HAVEN'T FOUND
THAT "RIGHT'*
PLACE YET?
Check out R E Management
Wehaveeft . 1 A2
bdrm units
aval for Fal 1991
Bring m this sd A get
$100.00 off
your first mos rent on
any new fall lease signed
between 4/16/91 A 4/30/91
one coupon per lease
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113RAILR0ADST.
352-1302
Large efficiency close to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt C $285 mo . 12 mo lease Cal
Carta 1-433-4474
Long and Associates
Rates Reduced
Efficiency
251 S Prospect Apt D
Landlord pays gas A util $2 75'mo
Cal 353-7074
Looking for an
apartment A need transportation?
CALL NEWLOVE RENTALS
to schedule your appointment lor an
APARTMENT TOUR

352-5620
326 S Mam (our only office)

Need an apt for summer or tal?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS '
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 354-2260 or 319 E Wooster
(across from Tsco Bel)
to pick up our listing A speak
with our Iriendry staff
Need non-smoking female to sublease apt lor
summer close to campus Rent is $125 per
month, only pay electric
Call Jodi al
353*3204 Can leave message
NEEDED: 1 4 people to sublease 2 bdrm"ep7
during summer Great location Price very ne
pc-iiabie Cal 352-391 3. as* (or Otis or Blake
One A Two BR furn. apts. 9 A 12 mo and Bummer leeaes aval S A V Rentals 600 Lehman
(next to bus station) 352-7454
One bedroom upstairs apt in house. Unfurnished, two blocks from campus Cal 354-1679
after 5:30 pm
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 A 2 bedroom available
Good rates Oil 353 7600. after 5 00pm
NE MANAGEMENT
113 Ralroad St

new open
704 5th St
2 bedroom, completely furn
Microwave, AC A laundry lad
2, 3. 4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9 • 9. local owner

A large 2 bdrm turn duplex with own yard a
central air for Summer sublease New carpet.
$106 25 per month. Call anytime 354-7587.
Apartment through summer, no deposit Move
in now, 352-7070
Carty Rentals 2 bdrm apts lor 2.3.4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms aval.
Very near campus New Rates Available! Cal
353-0325.

1987 535 Yamaha Virago
Excellent condition Asking $1200 (neg) Contact K>ma2352-5157

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELINOI
Summer Apts
at
Super Rales'
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad
392-6302

1988 Dodge Daytona Shelby Z-Turbo. low
mleage. exceeent condition, many options,
must sell S7000or offer 354-9718 evenings
A weekends

Cute 1 bdrm apt dose to campus. 443 N. Enterprise Apt A $340 mo 12 mo lease Cal
Carta at 1-433-4474

1978 Lincoln Continental Loaded, power
windows, locks, crutse control. A/C, stereo
Best offer Cal Mike 354-7575

DAG RENTALS - Close to Campus
234 1/2 S Coeege 2 BR upper rear apt
Newty remodeled kitchen Stove & retrtg Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty of perking No
pets Available May 1991
12 mo lease
$395 00/mo Ph 267-4255 or 267-3233

Shawn

Summer Jobs'

FOR SALE

— by Chuck Bost

AKAI COMPACT DISC PLAYER
$40 00
353 3563 LEAVE MESSAGE

Dance instructors needed tor tap. (azz. ballet
Call 352-5565

Roommate needed for Summer 2 bedroom
apt $lO0/mo. own room Cal Dan 354 6482
for into

Subleaser s lor Summer '91
Great House at cheap rent
Phone 353 4949

/-

6 fool boa. very tame Must sel $295 or best
offer Cal after 6:00 pm and leave message at
353 9211

Part-time office help SkUed in typing, Ming,
computer and reception Needed immediately
for Summer '91 Send resume to P O Box
588. Bowling Green. Oh 43402

Subleaser lor Summer 1 bedroom apt close
to campus w/tree air conditioning Rent negoliable Call 354-8584

I he apartment professionals eVmAvR-j
uho care about YOU!
32X S. Main Si

Roommate Needed
For Fox Run Apartments, own washer.'dryer
and microwave CALL DEREK OR JOE
354-6878

Subleaser needed for summer of ASAP
bdrm apt Close to campus 354-8589

NEWI9VE

Summer subleaser needed Mala or female
Furnished 2 bedroom w' 1 1/2 bath apartment
to share w/2 females Cal 2-6107 (Answer
mg machine)

Maintenance man needed for Summer employment Knickerbocker Services Cal 354-5335

Part-time travel salea. Set your own hours.
Salary based on performance. Call
1-800-333-3380.

To the next 3 fall leases signed for

1986 Honda Shadow 500. mint, low miles
Must sel $2,000 372 4838

Two females looking for 2 bedroom apt tor Fall
semester 1991 only Call Mekssa 354-4876

WANTED

2-3 Summer Sublessors
Good price 354-9742

Summer Subleaser needed 2 bdrm apt Unrv
Courts Call Robyn or Deena 372-4466

SUNDAYS 10-2
for your convenience
For more info, on Fal and Summer rentals Cal
352-0302
Specious one-bedroom apt. for summer sublease $335,mo negotiable 352-4204
STOPI
Why rent an apartment when
you can rent a contemporary
TOWNHOUSE
starting at $356
Heal included
363-7715
The al new VARSITY SQUARE
SUMMER RENTALS very close to campus Apt
A Houses
Inexpensive
Carty Rentals
352-7365
Two bedroom furnished apartment free HBO
Newlove Rentals 352-6620. 724 6th St
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 A 2 Bdrm Apts * 12 month leases
Cal 352-0164
Village Green Apartments
Now renting lor summer only.
Cal after 11 :00em ■ 354-3533
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TIRED
OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

*

at

POE ROAD
^APARTMENTS*
$215 E. Poe Road £

t5 Call 352-0717 *5
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GETTING INSIDE
YOUR WEEKEND

Volume 2
Issue 13

eood cause:
Local Rock
To Shine la
AIDS Benefit

f

Page 3

Win Big Prizes!
Take Dr. Dave's
Time Capsule
Quiz!
Page 7

Photos By
Jeff Radcliffe

A Look At The

University
Performing
Dancers

Page 5

Friday. April 26, 1991

Editor:

Hove yo feet to the funky beat.
Shake yo butt like a coconut.
Pump It up, Pump It up again.
Okay, so maybe the University
Performing Dancers are a little
more refined than that, but you
get the picture. This dedicated
group is one of the longest running organizations In University
history and their rich past translates Into a bright future. Wendy
H. King puts herself In their
shoes with our cover story on

Frank Esposito
J.J. Thompson
Wendy M. King
Dean Wheeler
Morrella Raleigh
Jeff Radcliffe
Sean Risser
Tim Haas
Jivin' Ivan
Pat Michel
Tim Mechley
Molly Zakrajsek
Jen Buell
Bill Burgess
Dan Martis
Sean Risser

Asst. Editor:
Staff Writers:

Staff Photographer:
Art Director:
Fiction Editor:
Staff Mascot:
Asst. Prod. Manager:
Production Sup'rs:
Prod. Assistants:

Advertising Manager:
Business Manager:
Advisor:

INSIDE
NSIDER
page five.
We also get around to purging
our exhaustive music review files
on page four. It just might be
more Esposito than one college
magazine can stand, but we'll
take our chances ("Speak for

yourself, El Guapo," said beleaguered assistant J.J. Thompson).
There's gonna be an AIDS
benefit Monday at Good Tymes.
Do the right thing and check It
out. Get the details from Morrella
Raleigh on page three.
Hey TV addicts, your life can
be on video thanks to the video
yearbook (and Is vldeographer
John Potter a looker or what?).
Come fly with Wendy on page
seven.
AND DOCTOR DAVE HAS ONE
HUMDINGER OF A QUIZ IN
STORE FOR YOU, TEENBEATS.
Get Into the groove, you've got
to prove your love for us.
The Editors.

**.

'6re o

Jan Stubbs
Barb Miller
Robert Bortel

The Insider nuguine is publtthed every Friday during the academic
yen by the Board of Student Publications of Bowling Green State University.
Opinions e«pre«wl by columnWsdo not necessarily refect the opinion* of The insider magazine.
The hwocr magaiine and Booting Green State University are equal
opportunity employers and do not discriminate in hiring practices.

CoirrTl^itim.TtaBCltaw _

Readers are invited to writ* to The Insider magazine at
210 West Hall, Bowling Green Stale Uniranuty, Bowling
Green, Oh. 43403 to tell us off or pat ui on the back
(whatever the situation merits).
Anyone interested in working lor The Insider as a writer,
artist, or photographer should call 372-6967.

Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten pages
maximum unless other arrangements are made) are
encouraged.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions for
publication. Unless arrangements are made by the author
to have the material returned, all submissions become the
property of The Insider.

„

Here's the story... of a town named BG
Unless you've been living
under the Math Science Building
for the past couple of semesters,
you know that a whole lotta serious trouble's been going down in
town and on campus recently.
Cops are all over off-campus
parties like wet T-shirts on coeds.
Through city zoning and refusal
to address student Issues, the city
government has shown clearly Its
lost love for the University population. Meanwhile, tuition and
employee health-care costs arc
going up, up, up the ladder while
student satisfaction's going
down, down, down. All In all,
life's starting to really suck.
What Bowling Green needs Is a
white knight — someone willing
and able to solve the problems
facing life as we know It In this
crazy little place we call home.
Fortunately, there exists such a
savior — or actuality group of
saviors. And they've got the
strength, the courage and the
ability to pull It off. Best of all,
they've got student recognition
and a higher approval rating than
God or Michael Jordan.
I'm talking, of course, about die
rfradyTJimen."'

"What," you're probably asking yourselves, "can the Bradys
do for the community that all
these sult-and-tle guys can't?
Sure, the Bradys are hip and all,
and I wish that my folks were
more like ol' Mike and Carol, and
my apartment sure could use
Alice (especially on Sunday
mornings, when the collective
spilled beer and soft taco odors
make even the heartiest of men
gag), but c'mon, they're not really
all that competent, are they?"
That's where you're wrong,
back-talking hypothetical person.
The Bradys could accomplish
more for this town before 9 a.m.
than most people could If given
six weeks, a large staff of advisers and a hot little number for
a secretary.
|COPS — The Bradys could
easily replace the BG police and
still do a groovy Job. Remember
the episode when Carol got Into a
fender bender In the grocery
parking lot and had to go to court
with the lying Harry Duggan.
who faked all those Injuries? Remember how Mike brilliantly was
able to prove Duggan was a Cake,
dropping his briefcase and mak-

ing Duggan turn his supposedlywhlplashed head around?
THAT'S the kind of Investigative
police work we need.
Bobby has practical experience
In the less-glamorous drudgery of
police work. Remember, he was a
hallway safety monitor once. He
even wore a big "SM" on his
armband. His crowd control abilities would make him all the rage
at Taco Bell during those wee
hours on the weekend.
While Marsha has no practical
experience In law enforcement,
Maureen McCormlck, the name
Marsha often goes by In public,
played a cop InRcturn fo Horror
High, a most excellent psychological thriller. She even packed a
piece.
/•■•■/

Even with such a strict law and or talent show competition would
order background, I think the
net them the bread. Bradys do a
quick little reunion In Lenhari,
Bradys might take a fairly liberal
view to BG's favorite extraplay some "We Can Make The
curricular activity —getting totaWorld A Little Brighter" and
lly faced. When the Bradys did
bingo, the cash would be pouring
"It's A Sunshine Day (EveryIn.
body's Smiling)" as the Sliver
■LEADERSHIP - Greg was
his class president. In my book,
Platters to raise cash for an anniversary gift for their folks.
that makes him qualified to run
Bobby sang the deflnately Ken
the USG ship, especially since he
never wore a suit In his life.
Kesey-lsh line "Can you dig the
sunshine?" Seems like the Bradys Someone who wears flared plaid
were Into a little more than Just
slacks and flowery shirts could
never become a political liability.
fixing bicycles. And It WAS the
Coming this November are city
early 70s.
elections. Keep the Bradys In
|CITY RELATIONS - I really
can't think of a group more capa- mind. If we give them Jobs,
maybe they won't follow the
ble of dealing with city hall and
local business. The Bradys fought Dana Plato-Todd Bridges-Adam
Rich Road to Hell. Remember:
city hall and won when there
were plans to build a courthouse
vote early, vote often, vote
In Woodland Park, where all the
Brady.
Matthew "Chlqulta" Daneman
Brady kids loved to hang out In
Is a Dayton, O. native and a colthose pre-mall days. Greg once
set up his own pad In the attic, so umnist for The Insider. He steadhe'd be good to rap with the local fastly refuses to believe the rumor that Insider Editor Frank
landlords.
|FUND RAISING — Sure we're Esposito was seen In the Rodgers
In dire financial straits right now, showers with old publicity stills
of Eve Plumb. I'm sure It's Just a
but the Bradys are our ticket to
nasty rumor, Frank. It wasJJ with
easy street. Whenever they
photos of Ann B. Davis, I bat.
needed cash, a quick fund raiser
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Local Rock

AIDS

Just guess:Local
band stumps fans

Benefit

Show
Monday,
April 29

by Deborah Hippie
contribultng writer

Good
Times Pub

On the surface. Terrapin
Wedge looks like any other band
in Bowling Green. They have
Inslder/ApnlClork
lnsW«r/Jul,et Bohng guitars. They have a keyboard.
CHARITY SOUNDS i Scon Weaver of Hunch House 0efl) and lain Ellis of the Merry CanThey also have drums.
Men (right) are among an all-star cast of local musicians who will perform at an AIDS
However, this Sandusky-based
benefit show this Monday at Good Tymes Pub In downtown Bowling Green.
band Is Just a little different —
Terrapin Wedge won't tell
anyone the meaning of their unusual band name.
All-star local music lineup scheduled to raise money for Toledo organization
Only this classic rock band —
which consists of keyboarand Education, a University
Random Soul members, and
by Morrella Raleigh
dist/lead singer Brian McCorgroup, organized the event to
Macropus Rufus. an offspring of
staff writer
mlck. rhythm lead guitarist Dave
"get people out there and raise
the Escaped Fetal Pigs.
Burling, drummer D.J. Loomls,
awareness," organizer Ellen
The cover charge for the show
Intermlll said.
Is S2 and the group hopes to raise lead bass player Chris McCormlck and lead rhythm guitarist
The local music scene Is always
The event Is also being spon$800.
Tony Lisa — knows the origins of
looking lo lend a musical hand
sored by R&R Sound. Mad Holler
the name. And they're not telling.
The proceeds will benefit the
where worthy causes are conMusic Co., Jim's Guitar and Good
NOVA project, a Toledo organizacerned, sacrificing their own fiTymes Pub. The lineup Includes
tion that provides various serFor more than a year, the
nancial gain In order to benefit
such local rock acts as the Merry
vices for AIDS patients such as
others. This tradition of giving
Can Men, Liquid Alice, Scabb,
members of this classic rock band
shopping, cooking and transport- have been challenging their auwill continue this Monday, April Young Salt and Hunch House.
ing them to medical facilities
dience to guess the meaning of
29, at Good Tymes Pub In downBilly Hanway, owner of Mad
SFAAE hopes to get condoms
the band's name. Chris said he
town BG as at least five local
Hatter Music Co., said other
donated to pass out at the show.
has heard audience members arbands will give a benefit show,
groups that are likely to perform
"We decided something needs
guing over the name's origin, but
with all proceeds going to an area Include Big Hunk O Cheese, Paul
to be done about (AIDS) on camno one has made a correct guess
AIDS organization.
Johnson 8t Mike Wing, a combo
pus," Intermlll said.
yet.
Students for AIDS Awareness
made up of Jericho Turnpike and

Rockers set to play at AIDS benefit
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352-6886

In addition to an original name,
the group also boasts several orlglnal songs. Terrapin Wedge —
whose influences Include John
Lennon, Cheap Trick, Pink Floyd
and Billy Squler — has already
received enthusiastic responses
to their music from crowds.
At a recent Battle of the Bands
competition In Norwalk, Terrapin
Wedge blew away the competition. Their original compositions
landed them In the finals — a
prize which Included 20 hours of
studio time.
Brian McCormlck said the
other bands played covers of
popular tunes. Chris said they
have a motivation In the writing
they do.
"We're out to do stuff no one
else does," Chris said.
Since band members are scattered across Northwest Ohio. It Is
surprising to note they have been
playing together for more than a
year. The members In the band
agree It Is a willingness to back
each other up that keeps them
together.
Lisa added they are Just like
family.
"We know how each other's
minds work," he said.

GET OUTTA TOWN!
Great for Graduation
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Complete Full-Service Menu
Spirits. Brews, Vintages
Special Family Style Group Dining
Accomodates Groups from 3 to 43
Only 11 Miles East of BG

Forks
raemHH^ffl5

216 E. Front St. (Ste. Route 105), Pemberville 287-3239

1

Come Live with Us!
Summer & Fall
Preferred Properties

OREGON
Saturday, April 27
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall
Moore Center • Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $9. $7, $5 (Students receive a $2 discount)
To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Sponsored by Ihu College ol Musical Arts. Ethnic Studies, Oflico ol Residence
Services. Office ot Alumni Affairs and University Activities Onjanfraiifln
—n»m » ,.i i» ,; ,r. ,I.I«*. .r. ,I»I A.I.'I
'-i a fir, Yt r ,M,M ,; ,U'm', r ji'.,»i

8th & High
Bowling Green, Ohio
Fox Run
Mini Mall
Haven House Manor
Small Bldgs.
Piedmont
Frontier Housing
Birchwood Place
Houses
Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished.
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
M-F 9:00-4:30
352-9378
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That's the way, uh-huh, uh-huh, we like it
random Afrocentric cliches to
fuel a message of posltlvlty and
racial unity. It also takes worthwhile beau and lyrical originality. Never go halfway.
James Lehman
11:16:64
Extra Stimulus Productions

by Frank ItpoaHo
editor

R.E.M.
Out Of Time
Warner Bros. Records

Here's the sound of a one-man
band from Akron rampaging
through one heck of a record collection. Lehman picks up Influences as he goes and turns them
Into his own creations. "Can't
Stop" echoes the Beatles. "Too
Much Noise" resurrects the righteous fun of early Clash, and
"Ticket To The Past" hellishly
bonds Steve Perry's voice with
the Ramones' Instincts This
guy's a real home-grown find
with talent to burn.

R.E.M. continues to make progress. Their albums overlap more
than change, so It takes a few
albums to see how much ground
they've covered. With this latest
ottering, they've added string arrangements on several tracks, Incorporated rap ("Radio Song"
with KRS-One). and crafted a few
tunes which are prototype R.E.M
("Texarknna." "He In Honey,"
and the Top 40 hit "Losing My
Religion"). If anything. Oat Of
rime shows that R.E.M.'s ascendancy to rock stardom Is legitimate. Sellout? No. Creative
mastery of their chosen field?
Yes. Yes. God. yes

DREAMWORLD i (ltd) The Dream Warriors (LtoR. King Lou and Capital Q) havr Jazzed
up rap with a Uckbutt boptllyoudrop tingle ..SONGS TO R.E.M EMBER: (letl) R.E.M. la
at It again with their latest magnum opus. (L to R. Mike MIBa. Michael Stipe, Peter Buck.
Bill Berry)

Dream Warriors
Utter the earth. But Christian
"My Definition of A BoomMetal's founding fathers didn't
and Holy Soldier is no better than bastic Jazz Style' '(single)
4th & Broadway/Island ReWhite Lion or Warrant or even
cords
Yngwle J. Malmsteen If you
Y know, If you were gonna go
wanna push the Issue. The lyrics
These hip-hop soldiers lasso an
so far as to create a genre as
are the usual salvation cliches,
flipped out as "Christian Metal"
but with a sound this derivative It old Qulncy Jones jazz tune and
hold on for dear life. The sample
In the first place, you'd think
doesn't really matter.
kicks like a Tennessee mule for
you'd wanna make It good
four-plus minutes, leaving the
enough to be separated from the
listener with blazing memories of
countless clonemetal bands that
cheesy 60s sitcom themes and a
firm belief In Toronto's gift to the
S K X !
SEX!
SEX!
SEX!
S E K !
rap community.
Holy Soldier
HofySoldier
Myrrh Records
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Throbs
The Language of Thieves
and Vagabonds
DGC Records
What are ya supposed ta do
with a band like the Throbs? This
NYC quartet doesn't really fit Into
any of the premade subgenres
which the music Industry relies
on to make their marketing lives
simpler, yet their debut album Is

Professor X

Years of the 9, On the
Blackhand Side
4th & Broadway/Island
Records
The X-Clan frontman discovers
that It takes more than layers of

X

SWEEPINGLY ROMANTIC
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still a hoot n' a holler
"Underground" Is a churning
slng-a-long which stops Just shy
of metal. "It's Not The End of the
World" not only contradicts
R.E.M., but also would fit right In
on college radio thanks to a
gultar/plano hook that would
make the Hoodoo Gurus proud.
"Dreamln'" and "Ocean of Love"
both call to mind pre-detox Aerosmlth ballads and "Only Way
Out" sounds like the most desperate pop song the Archies
never recorded.
So like I said, where do ya flic
these guys? I guess It's under
"Rock." Plain and simple. God
bless 'em.

WTutf htacr'imurm thermit
as well is the mind'
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Ya know, these loco young
Brits could stop making albums
right now and atUI be hailed as
one of the 90s most Influential
sounds. Powertunes such as
"Trust Me" carry on the proud
funksamplethrash sound of their
killer debut. Liquidizer. Jesus
M.C.Y.T.
"Lawman" (12" single)
New Experience Records
Lima-based label makes Its debut with five mutes of an antidrug, anti-crime rap that's a few
steps above the usual small-label
sound. Beats flow well and the
rap Is smooth. 'Nuff said.
Extreme
Pomograffiti

ASM Records
Although the acoustic gem
"More Than Words" Is what's
gaining this Boston combo Top
40 notoriety. It's their driving
brand of funkmetal that earns
them their wings. The best example of their true nature Is
"When I'm President" which features a groovy Intro rap and some
extra-chunky metal riffs. And believe the hype on guitarist Nuno
Bettencourt. The man's a sot-string monster.

Alex DeGrassi
Deep At Night
Windham Hill Records

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon
Sunday: 2:00pm

9:30
9:30
'til 2:30am
'til 2:30am

VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. AGAIN
* Mini-Pltchere Every Day *
■

VbV»v*I*

Jesus Jones
Doubt
SBK Records
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I'll be the first to admit that my
taste In guitar sounds leans heavily to the hyperspeed feedback
side, but there's something about
Alex DeGrassl's melancholic-yethopeful acoustic compositions
that finds empathy In my aggression-driven soul. DeGrassi finds
beauty In restraint. I'm never going to live thlsdown.
...-..,
qncrrg tr&ntol'-'' »Mc il sooynA
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Jeff Radcliffe

Bodies flash and twist through
the air. Graceful limbs stretch In
synchronlclty. The music drives
them to new heights of artistic
abandon.
Welcome to the physical artistry of the University Performing Dancers.
The University Performing
Dancers are moving Into their
eighth decade a* a University organization. According to Deborah
Tell, artistic director and choreographer of the group, there Is
evidence the group has existed
since the 1920s under different
titles.
Today, the group consists of a
one-credit hour class and performance group. The class meets
twice a week for an hour and a
half, but the dancers also practice
outside of class for performances.
They practice at least three to
four hours for each dance performed. One concert usually consists of five to eight dances, or
works, so If a dancer Is In two
pTrfirrm«n'-f *, hT at lhf; muT_*_
practice at least six to eight hours
a week.
Tell said she feels the credit the
dancers receive for their time Is
nowhere near sufficient to cover
the amount of work put Into the
troup.
"One credit hour doesn't cover
the time they give," she said.
The number of performances
the dancers present each year
varies, depending on opportunities. There Is usually a concert series In the spring, which consists
of performances on four consecutive nights.
In addition to the concert performances, the dancers also have
performed at the Discover Toledo
Dance perfomance at Lourdes
College In Sylvanla, Ohio; at the
University's New Music Festival,
and In lecture demonstrations for
other University dance courses.
Not aO of the students In the
group are dance majors. Some
are studying Pre-Hcd. Biology.
Art Therapy an4 Psychology.
Anyone Is able to Join the group

ON THEIR TOES
University Performing Dancers
Keep A Tradition Alive
By Wendy
M. King
— after successfully auditioning.
Even dancers who are currently
In the troupe must audition again
for next semester.
However, dancers have been
accepted who have no previous
experience. Audition Judges look
for several qualities in the performers. Including general performance abilities, technique,
how the dancer picks up on
movements, and how well they
work with other dancers.
"If a person Is not accepted
Into the group, they can take another dance course to brush up
on their skills." she said.
Tell said the students in the
group have a love of dancing,
and because of this, many of the
students stay In the class for
many semesters.
"Most of the students stay (In
the group) throughout all their
years at the University, because
of their love of dance," Tell said.
The current spring semester
class consists of twenty dancers
—_18women and two men. _^ _
tell said she hopes more men

M

will audition for the performing
group In the future, stressing that
the troupe does accept those
without much experience at
times. She also said it was difficult to get men Into the group because many lack experience.
"I feel that the men feel Intimidated to walk Into a dance class
In which most of the women dancers have experience and the
men usually do not," Tell said.
Some students who remain In
the group throughout college go
on to teach dance, or continue
dancing for recreational purposes.
Auditions for Fall 1991 were
held on Tuesday. April 9.
Melissa Hartwell, a senior
Dance Education major, Is one
student who auditioned for fall.
She has danced for approximate
ly 16 years, and was a member
of the University Performing
Dancers In the 1989-90 school
year. Hartwell was also a student
choreographer for the group.
Hartwell said she was trying
out for the University Performing
Dancers because she enjoys
dancing.
"It's a place I can be with others who love to dance," she said.
Michael Polndexter. a senior
Radlo-Televlslon-FUm major, was
also trying out for the dance
troupe.
f
Polndexter, who was auditioning for the first time, said he has
had two years of previous dance
experience, and seemed confident at the auditions.
"It doesn't make me nervous
(about others being more experienced), "he said. He added that he
did take master classes with the
Joseph Holmes Performance
Group when they visited the
University on March 5-7.
Lyn Fisher was also auditioning for the group. The freshman
Dance major has had 14 years of
dance lessons, and wished to be
in the group because of her Interests.
"I know II will be beneficial for
. ■ my major.' Fisher said. 'And it's
something I really enjoy."
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The Fall
by Jennifer Sader
Our last "quickie" of the semester comes from Jennifer L.
Sader, a senior Creative Writing
major from Berkey, Ohio. She
swears she dot in't hate men. but
she definitely offers something
for everyone to think about.
■ Tim Haas, Fiction Editor
I listen to music but It doesn't
reach me, can't get through the
fog-cotton In my ears. I don't feel
comfortable In my skin, It hurts.
Itches, because I haven't been
touched In so long, haven't felt
the warmth of someone seeping
In to the part of me that Is always
alone... Sex doesn't count, not
when It's over too quickly. He
wanted so badly to be with me
Just an hour ago and now he can't
wait to leave. Not when I'm left
alone, sleeping naked alone now,
still feeling him and hating mysc/sTor letting this happen again
when 1 promised myself never

again. And I squeeze my arm,
hard, trying to make It hurt and
leave bruises, I claw my skin because I know already that the
next time I see him he will not
look at me not let himself see me
and he knows what I look like
naked and he won't let himself
see me, he said all those lovewords passlonwords to me and
now he'll never talk to me. He'll
feel guilty and he'll blame me for
It. We know the truth and that's
why they never call us. because
we might tell them. We know the
truth because the feel of their
bodies, how they felt Is left behind when they run away, and
we're left sitting alone pinching
ourselves so we don't feel the
pain, and the cotton stuffs our
ears and eyes, fills our minds because we know that It will never
change. And I hide behind the
fog and remind myself of all this
and promise myself neveragaln.

Greenbriar Inc.
Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •

RUN FOR COVER! Doctor Dave drops the
big one! Time Capsule Quiz rocks BG's world
by Dave tasklnd
The Incredible College ol Musical Knowledge

Dr. Dave's
Time Caps
□Lie

Well, here It Is, class. The last
class session of the year-and It's a
MAMMOTH. This week Is the
BIGGEST quiz ever at "Dr. Daves
Incredible College of Musical
Knowledge." And, we've got the
prizes to prove It. So, let's get to
work.
First, the ever-talented Nurse
Nurse Schmidt's random drawSchmidt tells us that this week's
ing. To enter the quiz, send your
winner Is Mike Kerln, who picks
entry with your name, address,
an Oakland vs. San Diego World
and phone number to "Dr. Dave's
Series. Here are the answers to
BIG Quiz." c/o 214 West Hall or
last week's 'little' quiz:
drop It In the wooden box In 210
1. The Police 2. Bobby Brown
West Hall. Be sure your entry Is
3. "Reminiscing," "Lonesome
received by 6 p.m., Wednesday,
Loser" or 11 others 4. Pat BenaMAY1, 1991.
tar 5. Joan Jett and the BlackThe first prize winner will earn
hearts 6. Robert Plant 7. Juice
himself or herself ALL of the folNewton 8. Elton John 9. Erasure
lowing cool stuff from all of these
10. Squeeze ("Hourglass")
generous Bowling Green sponThis week's quiz Is called "Dr.
sors (In alphabetical order by
Dave's Time Capsule Quiz."
sponsor):
These are classic tunes from
A S10 gift certificate from Easome of the formative years of
systreet Cafe at 104 S. Main: 5
our lives. They are songs that. In
a sense, define the year. What we promotional cassettes from Finwill do Is give you a Number One, ders Records and Tapes at 128 N.
Main; 2 one-pound sirloin steaks
a Top Ten, and a Top Forty hit
from Kroger s at 1096 N. Main; a
from each of the past ten years.
9-Inch one-Item pizza from
You tell us who sang It. Number
Myles' Pizza Pub at 516 E. WoosOne songs are worth a point
each; Top Ten hits are worth two ter; 3 free video or game rentals
from The Video Spectrum at 112
points each; and Top Forty hits
E. Washington: "The History of
are worth three points each.
the Grateful Dead" by William
First, though, let's explain the
Ruhlmann from Waldenbooks at
rules and tell you about our
the Woodland Mall; 2 free movie
sponsors this week.
passes from Woodland Mall
First, ANYONE (except BGSU
Cinema 5 at the Woodland Mall; a
Publications employees) can win
S5 gift certificate from Yogurt
this week, even if you won earOasis at 524 E. Wooster; and a
lier this year. Next, this week
there will be SIX winners. Win"Ghost Rider" t-shlrt from
Young's Newsstand at 178 S.
ners will be determined by point
Main.
totals. Ties will be settled by
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Stop in and check out
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WOW!! That's a lot. The second
prize winner will nab S10 from
Easystreet. 3 free video or game
rentals from The Video Spectrum,
and 2 free movie passes from
Woodland Mall Cinema 5. Third
through sixth prize winners each
get 2 free movie passes from
Woodland Mall Cinema 5.1 hope
that YOU win something. So,
without further ado, here's "Dr.
Dave's Time Capsule Quiz." Remember, Just tell me who sings
each one:
The Number One Hits-One
point each.
1982-"Centerfold," 1983-"TeU
Her About It." 1984 "Ghostbustcrs." 1985- St Elmo's Fire."
1986- West End Girls,
1987- Walk Like An Egyptian,"
1988- Sweet Child O'Mlne."
1989- She Drives Me Crazy."
1990-"Pra ylng For Time."
1991 -"Gonna Make You Sweat."
The Top Ten Hits-Two points
each.
1982- Rosanna, 1983-"Always Something There To Remind Me." 1984- Sister Christian," 1985-"Neutron Dance."
1986- Let s Go All the Way."
1987-"The Finer Things."
1988- Simply Irresistible."
1989 So wing the Seeds of
Love." 1980-"FreeFaIItaV
1991 "Wicked Game."
The Top Forty Hits-Three
points each.
1982 "Valley Girl." 1983- Ma-I
Jor Tom." 1984-"Send Me An
Angel," 1985-JungIe Love."
1986-"Raln on the Scarecrow."
1987- Push It," 1988" Finish
What Ya Started." 1989" Veronica." 1990-"Don't Go Away Mad
(Just Go Away)." 1991-"The Star j
Spangled Banner."
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Pogues visit
Hell's Ditch Key opens video door
by Tim Funk

by Wondy M.King

critic

Staff writer

HeU'sDitch
Island Record*
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CHUCK UPS
UMCLUNK

by Chuck Travis
Video has Integrated Itself Into
almost every aspect of our lives.
There are videos of our childUmciank
hoods, high school graduations,
B&rescblonghoagie
and countless other embarasslng
Independent release
and sentimental moments.
This video revolution Is now
surfacing at the University with
There are those musithe creation of a video yearbook.
cians who strive for the
The Key Video Yearbook Is Inlimelight, fame and fortune.
tended not only to sum up the
And then there are those
school year, but to show the
who are searching for the
campus the way It really Is.
lost chord. Umclunk is In
"The video can cover so much
the latter category. Bareschmore — things we can't cover In
longhoagle Is their new
the book every year," Amy Franlocal release and It traces
kart, editor of the Key and the
the unconsciously Influvideo, said.
enced movements of four
The video will cover a wide vamusicians on a trek through
riety of campus events from
musical Nirvana for that
sports events to music concerts,
lost sacred chord which
from the Student Recreation
chimes in all of us. This
Center to Greek events, from the
release Isn't for the Instantdowntown bars to Dry Dock.
ly gratified, however. It Is a
According to John Potter,
cassette filled with textures,
vldeographer for the project,
rhythms that soar Into nesome of the events covered are
bulous depths and heartthe frantic scenes that occur durbeat chambers. It will take
ing book buybacks and at the
you on a river ride through
computer labs during finals
a sonic landscape. And It is
week.
In this fashion with which
"We try to cover every event
Insider/Jeff Rodcliffe
we can," he said. "We're trying to HE'LL BE YOUR CAMERA i Key vldeographer John Potter with tools of his trade you must approach It. Chris
Comer plays key boards.
put together something that's goa year In the life of the students,'"
academics. It's the synthesis of
Bart Foster rules the skins.
ing to be fast-paced and hardhe
said.
John Blnkowskl of Living
all these things combined."
hitting.
The
video
costs
S9.95
when
End fame handles guitar du<
The Idea Is the brainchild of
"To compact an entire year of
ordered with the Key, and
the Key's advisor, Bob Bortel.
life at Bowling Green Into a
tics, and Troy Ranks does
$29.95
if
ordered
alone.
Orders
"It was something I felt was
40-mlnute tape Is not an easy
"bass concepts," whatever
can
be
placed
at
the
Key
office,
appropriate to try In the Bowling
task." Potter added.
that means.
28
West
Hall.
Green market," Bortel said.
Potter also said he Is planning
Bortel said the purpose of the
to videotape East Merry Mania
video yearbook Is to capture with
this weekend, and will visit local
sound and moving images what
bars next Thursday.
HCSL The. 11. v JNTSCTILS
"This Is what Bowling Green Is you cannot achieve with pictures
and photographs.
all about," Potter said. "It's not
"The video is representative as
Just the bars and It's not Just the
■

The Poguetry we once
knew Is still In motion; but
It's slowed down a bit. Hells
Ditch, the latest Pogues'
release, takes the relaxed
state of the previous Peace
and Love closer to disappointment. As one who
delights In the merry chaos
and pub roots of the old Pogues, I would not hesitate to
say the years of beer and
whiskey have taken their
toll.
This Is especially true of
Shane McGowan's once gloriously untamed vocals.
McGowan could never gain
vocal virtuosity: but his beloved raspy bellow has mellowed Into a more laborious
and breathless tone.
He//s Ditch sacrifices
some of the Pogues' Instrumental ribaldry and speed
Their usual festive pace of
string, accordion, and percussion have met a simpler
and slower mix of American style bass and drum.
Th« LP also frightfully Increases their tendency to
adapt an "old west" sound.
But the essence of Pogue
has not completely faded.
Spider Stacy's whistle and
Terry Woods' mandolin
have not compromised their
crisp Irish strain.
The lyrical texture of the
Pogues still remains. "Rain
Street" revisits the gritty
story «III ng of Rum. Sodomr and the Lath.

1

1

One of the IP's gems.
Wake of the Medusa,
treads the robust ground of
earlier Pogue try On Its
own. Hell'3 Dttch promises
varied musicianship and
contemporary Irish sound
to those otherwise unseasoned.

KLA-ZEL THEATRE
HOWLING OIIILN • 111 I y,l

KEVIN COSTNLK
3RD OSCAR
WINNING WEEKI
TONITE AT: 8:00
SAT » SUN AT: 1:00.
4:30. AND 8 00

iroa
FRIDAY « SATURDAY MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL!
ANIMATED HOCK 1 ROU FANTASY I
"WAVY MEIA1
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Bedroom Farce
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April 18-20 & 25-27 ai f> p.m.
April 21 ai 2 p.m.
Eva N'.ane Saini Theatre
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WHITE PUNKS ON DOPE
STORM THE AIRWAVES
Thessalonian Dope Gods bring the noise

by Frank Espotlto
editor

TDG's dynamic duo are ES3 (Ed
Shlmborske) and DeSade (Randy
Wilson). Shlmborske Is a Junior at
the University of Toledo while
Wilson currently resides in Chicago. The music they create Is
simultaneously hypnotic and disturbing. According to Shlmborske, TDG's sound "combines the
hard edge of metal with aggressive lyrical content." After hearing such standout TDG tracks as
"A Touch of Evil" and "Radio
Free Fear." It would be hard to
disagree.
The pair met while In high
school In Warren. Ohio. They
formed the Noys Bolze. an early
version of TDG. In 1986.
"The Noys Bolze was an Art of
Noise-type band," Shlmborske
said. "We were both Infatuated
with the whole concept of sampling. We were Just getting the
hang of the equipment."
These early compositions were
recorded on a simple four-track
recorder In Wilson's bedroom.

It's 1991 and the machines are
taking over.
Musically, this advance of
technology has turned such tactics as sampling Into art. Drum
machines and synthesizers are
the new weapons of the dance
floor. Grooves explode at the
touch of a button. Sampling can
turn one man's meat Into another
man's murder.
Out of this melee comes "Industrial." It's cold, hard, and
angry. Such Industrial pioneers
as Ministry and Nltzer Ebb. as
well as rising stars like Nine Inch
Nails, have brought these sounds
to the masses.
In Northwest Ohio, this cultural responsibility has fallen
Into the hands of the Thessalonian Dope Gods, a sonic duo who
have slowly gained regional attention.

The TDG concept was born In the
summer of 1988.
"I was getting more Into heavier guitar and heavier drums
and focusing more on lyrics. I
caught wind of Ministry and
other things," Shlmborske said.
Meanwhile, Wilson was exploring Sly & The Family Stone
and various forms of Instrumental music. The first song TDG recorded was "Sin & Fear Divine."
The summer of '88 also saw
the Inception of Urban Witchcraft, the ongoing TDG compilation which at last count had
grown to Include 26 cuts.
Shlmborske moved to Toledo
In fall 1988 while Wilson stayed
In Warren. The duo continued to
work on TDG material whenever
they could. This arrangement has
continued since Wilson moved to
Chicago In early 1990.
Urban Witchcraft has received
extensive airplay at WXUT. UT's
progressive radio station, and
has surfaced at college radio

DOPE RHYMES. DOPE BEA TS. DOPE CUTS i The Thessalonian Dope Gods In
full effect- ES3 (left) and DeSade.
stations across the country well
as at Cleveland's WMMS. Urban
Wltchcraftalsore.ce.lved. a review
from the nationally-distributed
Alternative Press In early 1991.
TDG plan to make their studio
debut this summer In either
Cleveland or Chicago. They're
hoping for a CD release next year
on Sin Club, a newly-established
Ohio alternative label.
Like many Industrial bands,
TDG must respond to accusations
that Industrial Isn't really music
because it makes such extensive
use of dehumanizing technology.

Shlmborske partially agrees with
these attacks.
"It's not as much music as
some other forms," he said. "But
It all depends on how Ingenious
you are with it — you could be
clever...or you could be docile."
In the midst of the musical
chaos which Is TDG's native element, Shlmborske keeps a clear
mind about TDG's Identity.
"If I had to define our music.
I'd call it punk," he declared In a
matter-of-fact tone. "Punk Is the
best music ever. It's raw."

KISS 'N TELL: BG students produce film
by Marjl. Mllnor
contributing writer

While some film students are
content to make ten to fifteen
minute projects, a group of University seniors have ventured
Into their own kind of project — a
full-length film to begin production In May. The ninety-minute

m

film Is called "Kissing Judas" and
hopes are high even If the film
doesn't nuke It to Burbank.
According to senior Brian
Dzyak, director of photography,
the film Is "a dark comedy, and
sort of a tragedy, about four
roommates who don't know each
other very well." Dzyak added
that the roommates can be
viewed symbolically as countries
which don't trust each other.

The cast and crew Includes
University students as well as
some local residents filling In
smaller parts.
Director VIII Cruz and Assistant
Director Velio Vannak win be assisted by camera operator Debbie
Marsh and continuity director
Autumn Lovejoy.
Funds for the film, which exceed $20,000. were donated by
Ohio area businesses. Most of the

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
GOSPEL CHOIR
PRESENTS

|1

g|v

•"

money has been spent on equipment. The actors are on a deferred payment plan, meaning they
all earn a percent of the film's
profits after distribution.
Jason Gassman, the film's selftitled "executive producer and
pain in the ass," also wrote the
screenplay. According to Gassman, the students are aiming for
"high production values."
"We use the term 'efficient'
around here," he said.

The film's brain trust has chosen Gassman s own house on
Main Street as their location for
most of the scenes and will also
be filming two scenes In BG
apartments. Downtown scenes
will be filmed In Norwalk, Ohio.
Dzyak hopes the project wll be
seen as legitimate
"We're hoping everyone looks
at this and sees that feature
fUmscan come out of college,"
Dzyak said.
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This Morning
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As the World Turns
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News
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Mr Rogers
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Peter Pan
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Nat Cole

Jake and the Fatman

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

CBC News

Ohio Bus

Masterpiece Theatre

Movie: 'Puppet Master''

CBS News

CBS News

News

Letterman
Nightime

MAY 1,1991

News

Victor/Victoria

Edition

Mapr League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

JMovie "Miami Blues

6:30

News

News

Movie "Brewster's Millions

12:30

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Smythe Div. Final - Edmonton at Los Angeles

In the Heal of the Night
Baby Talk

12:00
Arsenio Hall

Matlock

6:00

as

11:00
News

Cheers

THURSDAY EVENING

CD
CD

10:30

Enl Tornghl

TMC Movie

o

10:00

NBC News

ESPN Inside PGA

O

9:30

The Accused

Movw

6:00

m
m
m

9:00
Movie

Rescue 911

WEDNESDAY EVENING

ID
89

8:30

Rescue 911

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

TMC Movie:

o
to

Cleveland

Movie: "Barracuda

News

ESPN NBA Today

O

APRIL 30,1991
8:00
7:30

Edition
letterman
Nightime

Party

The Cheap Detective

Movie

^Tfhsk

Trucks

Getting It Right

m

For Your Formal
Needs. . .
Corsages,
Centerpieces,
and more.
(419) 353-1045 428 E. Wooster St.

